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4 #Maame N@JessGeorge_ P@jessicabgeorge  

 February 2023 Coming of Age . Grief . Contemporary Fiction

 The unique, unfiltered and 
unforgettable must-read debut 
of 2023.

 MAAME MAAME
  Jessica George

 9781529395570 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529395594 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529395600 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529395587 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: St Martin’s Press

Translation Rights:  
David Higham Associates

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, N8, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Jessica George was born and raised in London to Ghanaian parents and studied English Literature 
at the University of Sheffield. After working at a literary agency and a theatre, she landed a job in the 
editorial department of a publishing house. She now lives in North London with an incontrovertible 
sweet tooth and the knowledge that she can consume half a cake by herself if left to her own devices.

 Meet Maddie. All her life, she’s been told who she is. To her Ghanaian parents, she’s 
Maame: the one who takes care of the family. Her mum’s stand-in. Her dad’s carer. 
She’s the one who keeps the peace – and the secrets. But Maddie knows what kind 
of woman she wants to be. One who wears a bright yellow suit, dates men who 
definitely aren’t on her mum’s list of prospective husbands and stands up to her 
boss’s microaggressions. Someone who demands a seat at the table. But will it take 
losing everything to find her voice?

 



5#ThingsWeHideFromTheLight M lucyscorewrites P@scorelucy lucyscore.net 

 February 2023 Romance . Romantic Comedy

 The unforgettable sequel to global bestseller 
Things We Never Got Over.

 THINGS WE HIDE FROM  THINGS WE HIDE FROM 
THE LIGHTTHE LIGHT
  Lucy Score

 9781399713771 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 560pp

eBook: 9781399713788 • £8.99

Most recent title:  
THINGS WE NEVER GOT OVER

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can

US Rights: Sourcebooks

Translation Rights:  
Bookcase Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Pennsylvania, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Lucy Score is a Wall Street Journal and Number One Amazon bestselling author. She grew up in a 
literary family who insisted that the dinner table was for reading, and earned a degree in journalism. 
She writes full-time from the Pennsylvania home she and Mr Lucy share with their obnoxious cat, Cleo. 
She hopes to someday write from a sailboat, or oceanfront condo, or tropical island with reliable Wi-Fi.

Nash Morgan was always known as the good Morgan brother, with a smile and a 
wink for everyone. But now, this chief of police is recovering from being shot and his 
Southern charm has been overshadowed by panic attacks and nightmares. Nash isn't 
about to let anyone in his life know he's struggling. But his new next-door neighbour, 
smart and sexy Lina, sees his shadows. Too bad Lina's got secrets of her own – and if 
Nash finds out the real reason she's in town, he'll never forgive her. 

 



6 #brontemysteries N@brontemysteries P@brontemysteries  

 February  2023 Historical Fiction . Crime & Thriller

 The fourth adventure in the Brontë 
Mysteries series.

 A GIFT OF POISON A GIFT OF POISON
  Bella Ellis

 9781529363425 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529363463 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529363456 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529363449 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE RED MONARCH

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Janklow & Nesbit

Translation Rights: Janklow & Nesbit

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Scarborough, UK. 
Author is available for: events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Bella Ellis is the Brontë-inspired pen name for the award-winning Sunday Times bestselling author 
Rowan Coleman. A Brontë devotee for most of her life, Rowan is the author of 14 novels including 
The Memory Book, The Summer of Impossible Things and The Girl at the Window.

 Haworth 1847 – Anne and Emily Brontë have had their books accepted for 
publication, while Charlotte’s has been rejected everywhere, creating a strained 
atmosphere at the parsonage. Simultaneously, a shocking court case has acquitted 
a workhouse master of murdering his wife by poison. Everyone thinks this famously 
odious and abusive man is guilty. When an attempt is made on his life, he believes 
it to be the same person who killed his wife and applies to the sisters for their help. 
Despite reservations, they decide that only they can get to the truth and prove him 
innocent – or guilty.

 



7#TheShadowOfPerseus N@claireeheywood P@claireheywoodauthor claireheywood.info 

 February 2023 Historical . Myths . Feminist 

 History remembers him as a hero.  
These women remember the truth. 

 THE SHADOW OF  THE SHADOW OF 
PERSEUSPERSEUS
  Claire Heywood

 9781399702669 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529333725 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529333725 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529333701 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
DAUGHTERS OF SPARTA

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Dutton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact:  
Kimberley Nyamhondera

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Brislington, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Claire Heywood is a scholar of the ancient world, having gained a first-class BA in Classical 
Civilisation and an MA with Distinction in Ancient Visual and Material Culture, both from the University 
of Warwick. Her debut novel Daughters of Sparta has sold in 11 territories to date and was a national 
bestseller in the United States. The Shadow of Perseus in her second novel.

 Perseus grows up wanting to be a hero, but he cannot while his mother Danae still 
sees him as a boy. When his stepfather Polydektes casts him away on a voyage 
across the sea, Perseus is determined to fulfil the great destiny of the son of a god 
and the grandson of a king. But the line between heroism and monstrosity is thin, and 
when Perseus attempts to seduce first gentle Medusa and then beautiful Andromeda, 
before finally reuniting with Danae, they each learn of the dangers of resisting a boy 
prepared to risk it all for greatness . . .

 

© Ellie Smith



8 #UnlikelyAnimals N@annie_hartnett P@annie_hartnett anniehartnett.com 

 March 2023 Contemporary Fiction . Coming of Age . Humorous Fiction

 UNLIKELY ANIMALS UNLIKELY ANIMALS
 A Must-Read, Hilarious, Heart-Warming  
and Moving Family Drama.

 Annie Hartnett

 9781399710763 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 368pp

eBook: 9781399710770 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781399710787 • £21.99

Most recent title: RABBIT CAKE

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Ballantine Books

Translation Rights:  
Abner Stein Ltd

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Rhode Island, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, features.

 Annie Hartnett is the author of Rabbit Cake. She has received fellowships from the MacDowell 
Colony, Sewanee Writers’ Conference and the Associates of the Boston Public Library. When she 
began writing this book, she was living in the groundskeeper’s house in a cemetery. She now lives in 
Providence, Rhode Island, in an ordinary house with her husband, daughter, and darling bor der collie, 
Mr Willie Nelson.

 Emma Starling once had big plans for her life. But now she is back in her small 
town to care for her father, Clive, who’s dying from a mysterious disease in which he 
hallucinates small animals and has visions of a friendly ghost. Arriving home, Emma 
knows she must face her dad’s illness, but she’s unprepared to find that her former 
best friend is missing. Clive is the only one convinced the young woman might still be 
alive, and Emma is hopeful he could be right. Can she and her father bring about just 
the kind of miracle the town needs?

 



9#YouGetThatFromMe N@CharlieJayneB M charlottebutterfieldauthor P@charlottebutterfieldauthor charlottebutterfield.com 

 March 2023 Parenting . Families . Women’s Fiction

 An emotional, hilarious and 
uplifting story of motherhood, 
secrets and second chances. 

 YOU GET THAT FROM ME YOU GET THAT FROM ME
  Charlotte Butterfield

 9781529353747 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 386pp

eBook: 9781529353754 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529353761 • £21.99

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance book proofs available on request 
Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Cotswolds, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, 
features, local events.

 A former magazine editor, Charlotte Butterfield moved to Dubai by herself on a one-way ticket with 
one suitcase in 2005 and left twelve years later with a husband, three children and a 40ft shipping 
container. She now lives in the Cotswolds, where she is a freelance writer and novelist. Her first novel 
won a Montegrappa award at the 2016 Emirates Festival of Literature.

 Stella thought she knew how her life would turn out. A great career, the perfect 
husband (not like her own good-for-nothing dad), two gorgeous children, a dog to 
take on muddy countryside walks. But here she is: forty, single, living with her mum 
and grandmother, and trying to choose the ideal sperm donor out of a catalogue. 
When all three women start writing down their stories for Stella’s unborn child, the 
secrets and memories woven into the house begin to resurface. You can’t choose 
your family – but maybe you can choose what you make of it . . .

 



10 #SoundsLikeFun 

 March 2023 Romance . LGBTQIA . Humour

 Open relationships. Online dating. No 
strings attached. Sounds like fun . . . right? 

 SOUNDS LIKE FUN SOUNDS LIKE FUN
  Bryan Moriarty

 9781529393484 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 272pp

eBook: 9781529393491 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529393507 • £21.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Greene & Heaton

Translation Rights: Greene & Heaton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, N4, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Bryan Moriarty lives in London, where he moved from Dublin to train as an actor. In addition to 
performing, teaching, working as a barista and driving a delivery van, he has written and produced 
short films, plays and a web series. Sounds Like Fun was a winner of this year’s Irish Writers’ Centre 
Novel Fair 2021.

 Eoin is doing great. He’s 27, gainfully employed and in a long-term relationship 
with his boyfriend Rich. That is, until Eoin’s world is turned upside down when Rich 
announces that he wants an open relationship. Terrified of losing the man he loves, 
Eoin reluctantly agrees to this new arrangement, and stumbles into the world of dating 
with no strings attached. Sounds like fun . . . right?

 



11#StarsinanItalianSky N@JillSantopolo jillsantopolo.com 

 March 2023 Historical Fiction . Romance . Family 

 From the New York Times bestselling 
author comes a sweeping and achingly 
romantic dual-timeline novel.

 STARS IN AN   STARS IN AN  
ITALIAN SKYITALIAN SKY
  Jill Santopolo 

 9781399718936 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399718950 • £6.99

Audio download:  
9781399718967 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399718943 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Penguin Random House US

Translation Rights:  
Penguin Random House US

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Maya Conway

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Washington, USA.

 Jill Santopolo is the New York Times and internationally bestselling author of The Light We Lost. Her 
work has been translated into more than thirty-five languages. Santopolo travels the world to speak 
about writing and storytelling. A New Yorker at heart, Santopolo is currently living in Washington, D.C.

 Genoa, Italy, 1946. Vincenzo and Giovanna fall in love the moment they set eyes on 
each other. The son of a count and the daughter of a tailor, they belong to opposing 
worlds – but the spark between them quickly burns into a passionate relationship, 
until the future they dreamed of together is shattered. New York, 2017. Although 
neither quite fits with the other’s family, Cassandra and Luca have always felt like a 
perfect match. But when Luca convinces his grandfather and Cass’s grandmother 
to pose for a painting, past and present collide to reveal a secret that changes 
everything . . .

 

© Tim Coburn



12 #TheBlitzGirls N@JoBellAuthor

 April  2023 Historical Fiction . Saga . Second World War Fiction 

 An uplifting and dramatic new saga series 
about the heroines of the London Blitz.

 THE BLITZ GIRLS  THE BLITZ GIRLS 
 Book 1 in the Blitz Girls Series

 Johanna Bell

 9781399708760 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 386pp

eBook: 9781399708777 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781399708784 • £21.99

Most recent title:  
THE BOBBY GIRLS’ WAR

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Surrey, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, 
features, local events.

 Johanna Bell is a freelance journalist living in Surrey with her husband, daughter and dog. She 
developed a passion for learning about the wars after chatting to her grandad about his experiences 
in World War Two, and is the author of the four-book Bobby Girls series, about the first policewomen 
during World War One.

 August, 1940. The war is raging in Europe, but on the home front, conflict still seems 
far away. Dot, living with her difficult mother-in-law, is fighting her own battle to 
contribute to the war effort. Peggy has found confidence as an Air Raid Precaution 
Warden, despite the jeers of the men she works with. And glamorous Vivian is running 
away from her own heart and into danger as a volunteer ambulance driver. Then the 
bombs begin to fall over London, and all their lives are turned upside down. Can the 
Blitz Girls protect their country – and each other – in the darkest hour?

 

© Mark Hewitson 



13#DontBelieveTheHype N@natalielewispr  

 April 2023 Contemporary Lifestyle Fiction . Fashion . London

 The world of fashion is supposed to be 
glamorous . . . isn’t it?

 DON’T BELIEVE   DON’T BELIEVE  
THE HYPETHE HYPE
  Natalie Lewis

 9781399705783 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 384pp

eBook: 9781399705776 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781399705790 • £19.99

 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, W14, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Natalie Lewis is an expert with over 30 years’ experience working in fashion PR with the biggest 
names in the business including Net-a-Porter, Jimmy Choo, Matches, Diane von Furstenberg and 
Anya Hindmarch. In 2008 she was engaged by Victoria Beckham to help launch her fashion brand 
and worked closely with her for 12 years, until June 2020 when Natalie took a sabbatical from the 
fashion world to write Don’t Believe the Hype.

Meet Frankie Marks: the world’s least likely fashion PR. She doesn’t know the first 
thing about designers, she’s always hungry, and she can’t learn to think before she 
speaks. When Frankie lands a job at the prestigious GGC agency, her friends and 
family can’t believe it. She quickly realises she must fight to survive life behind the 
scenes of the glamorous and chaotic fashion industry – with its eccentric characters, 
towering expectations, and quite frankly ridiculous requests. Will Frankie manage to 
escape the strange world of fashion unscathed? And, as time passes, does she even 
want to?

 

© Sophia Spring



14 P@indiegram__  

 May 2023 Humorous Fiction . Women’s Fiction . Family Life

 When life doesn’t go according to plan, 
it’s time to take drastic measures . . .

 WHERE DO I GO   WHERE DO I GO  
FROM HERE? FROM HERE? 
  India Rigg

 9781529382662 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529382686 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529382679 • £21.99

 

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Madeleine Milburn

Translation Rights:  
Madeleine Milburn

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Maya Conway

Sample spreads available on request, 
Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in London, SW18, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 India Rigg was born in Norfolk and her move from a tiny town to a big city made her see the world 
for all its wonders and faults. India wants to give muted societal issues a voice and give scary topics 
a friendly face. She believes all good ideas come from a spicy Bloody Mary, a niche documentary and 
overhearing conversations in cafes. India lives in London, with her family.

 Another thing checked off the list – promotion before thirty. But that’s not the kind of 
thing you can brag about on Facebook. When it comes to those, Seffy’s struggling – 
divorced, heart-broken and reeling from an infertility diagnosis. Then her best friend 
suggests she takes a sabbatical, goes travelling, and creates a new list – one full 
of mile-high clubs, hot strangers and sketchy mushrooms. Maybe amongst all that 
chaos, she might find a way back to herself – even if that way involves travelling 
halfway around the world. But when life’s a series of negatives, how far would you go 
to find a positive?

 



15 N@AnnaJacobsBooks M Anna.Jacobs.Books Annajacobs.com 

 May 2023 Saga . Historical Fiction . Romance 

 The new series from the million-copy 
bestselling Queen of the Lancashire Saga.

 GOLDEN DREAMS GOLDEN DREAMS
 Book Two of the Jubilee Lake Saga 

 Anna Jacobs

 9781529351378 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 386pp

eBook: 9781529351385 • £6.99

Audio download:  
9781529351408 • £21.99

Most recent title: SILVER WISHES

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Perth, Australia. Author is 
available for: interview (phone), features.

 Anna Jacobs grew up in Lancashire and emigrated to Australia. She is the bestselling author of over 
100 novels, which have sold over five million copies worldwide, and has been shortlisted for several 
awards. Pride of Lancashire won the Australian Romantic Book of the Year Award in 2006. She is one 
of the UK’s most borrowed authors in libraries. 

 The second novel in Anna Jacobs’ uplifting and sweeping new saga series, set 
in 1890s Lancashire. In the remote village of Ollerthwaite, on the banks of Jubilee 
Lake, Elinor and Cameron Crossley are settling into married life. But the arrival of an 
attractive young widow stirs up new feeling and rivalries in the valley – and who is 
the mysterious new owner of the manor house, whose plans could change life near 
Jubilee Lake forever? 

 

© Liz Seabrook



16 #GhostGirlBanana N@chomsky1 P@WizWharto 

 May 2023 Literary Fiction . Family Life . Modern & Contemporary Fiction

 A stunning debut novel about family, 
identity and what it costs to belong.

 GHOST GIRL, BANANA GHOST GIRL, BANANA
  Wiz Wharton

 9781399700337 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781399700351 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781399700368 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399700344 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Harper Via

Translation Rights:  
Rogers, Coleridge & White

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Maria Garbutt-Lucero

Advance book proofs available on request 

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Scottish Highlands, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Wiz Wharton was born in London of Chinese-European heritage. She is a prize-winning graduate 
from the National Film and Television School, where she studied screenwriting on a full scholarship 
under the tutelage of Stephen Frears, Mike Leigh and Kenith Trodd. She currently divides her time 
between London and the Scottish Highlands. Ghost Girl, Banana is her debut novel.

 In 1966, Sook-Yin is exiled from Kowloon to London with orders to restore honour to 
her family, and she strives to fit in to a world that does not understand her. Decades 
later, in 1997, Sook-Yin’s daughter Lily barely remembers her late mother. But when 
she is unexpectedly named in the will of a powerful Chinese stranger, she embarks on 
a secret pilgrimage to Hong Kong to discover the lost side of her identity and claim 
the reward. But she soon learns that the secrecy around her heritage has deep roots, 
and good fortune comes at a price.

 



17#TheyHateEachOther N@AmandaWoody_ P@amandawoody_  

 May 2023  Young Adult Fiction . Romance

 A fun and inclusive enemies-to-
lovers romance from debut author 
Amanda Woody.

 THEY HATE   THEY HATE  
EACH OTHEREACH OTHER
  Amanda Woody

 9781399719131 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781399719155 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399719162 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399719148 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights:  
Penguin Random House US

Translation Rights: New Leaf Literary

Serial Rights:  
Penguin Random House US

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Detroit, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Amanda Woody is a metro-Detroit based queer author. When not writing and reading happily ever 
afters, she can be found drinking caramel apple cocktails, playing Hades, begging her parents not to 
kick her out, or re-watching ATLA with her siblings. 

 Jonah and Dylan can’t stand each other. Their friends are convinced their disdain for 
one another is thinly veiled lust – a rumour that surges like wildfire when the two wake 
up in one bed after homecoming. Mutually horrified, Dylan and Jonah agree to use 
the faux pas to their advantage by fake dating. If they can last long enough to end 
their “relationship” in a massive staged fight, they can prove their incompatibility to 
their friends once and for all. But the more time they spend together, the closer they 
come to seeing each other clearly for the first time . . .

 



18 #DoTell N@lindsayklynch lindsaylynch.net 

 June 2023 Historical Fiction . Women . Hollywood 

 A whip-smart, glamorous and poignant 
debut set in Golden Age Hollywood.

 DO TELL  DO TELL 
  Lindsay Lynch

 9781399707374 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 386pp

eBook: 9781399707398 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781399707404 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399707381 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Doubleday, PRH

Translation Rights:  
ICM Partners 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Maya Conway

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Nashville, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Lindsay Lynch is a writer from Washington, DC. Do Tell is her debut novel. Her work has appeared 
in The Adroit Journal, The Rumpus, Electric Lit, The Atlantic, The Offing and Lit Hub, among other 
places. She holds an MFA in Fiction from the University of Wyoming. A long-time indie bookseller, she 
currently lives in Nashville, TN, where she works as the book buyer for Parnassus Books.

 It’s the 1940s and Hollywood character actress Edie O’Dare is on the last year of her 
contract with FWM Studios. With the clock ticking and opportunities dwindling, Edie 
uses the few resources she has – her eyes, ears, and insider access – to pivot to a 
new role in the Tinseltown machine: gossip columnist. As Edie reluctantly determines 
the fate of her former peers, one by one – actors, executives, publicists and costume 
designers – she must fight to maintain relevance and a precarious foothold in the 
town that coined the phrase ‘you’re only as good as your last role’.

 



19#TheManOfHerDreams N@sarramanning P@sarra_manning  

 June 2023

© Ellie Smith

Contemporary Romance . Romantic Comedy . Love & Relationships

 A fun and sexy romantic comedy from 
the author of London, With Love.

 THE MAN OF HER  THE MAN OF HER 
DREAMSDREAMS
  Sarra Manning

 9781399707831 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781399707855 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399707862 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399707848 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
LONDON, WITH LOVE

Exclusive territories: BCN inc Eur, US, Can

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
AM Heath Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, N10, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Sarra Manning has been a voracious reader for over 40 years and a prolific author and journalist for 
25. Her eight novels, which have been translated into 15 different languages, include Unsticky, You Don’t 
Have to Say You Love Me, The House of Secrets and her latest, London, With Love, published in 2022. 
She is currently the Literary Editor of Red. Sarra lives in London surrounded by piles and piles of books.

 At 35, Esme is 80 per cent content. She has a good job, a nice flat, close friends and 
family – yet she’s still looking for the perfect man. But no man can measure up to 
Theo, the imaginary boyfriend who has lived inside her head rent-free for years. But 
after an accident and an unexpected knock to the head, Esme wakes up to discover 
that Theo is real. If Esme can ignore the fact that she made him up, could he really be 
her perfect man? 

 



20 #TheBeachHoliday N@Isabelle_Broom M IsabelleBroomAuthor P@isabelle_broom isabellebroom.com 

 June 2023 Adult & Contemporary Romance . North America

 The gorgeous and escapist new novel from 
the author of The Getaway.

 THE BEACH HOLIDAY THE BEACH HOLIDAY
  Isabelle Broom

 9781529383720 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 384pp

eBook: 9781529383706 • £7.99

Audio download:  
9781529383713 • £21.99

Most recent title: THE SUMMER TRIP

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Eur, US, Can

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hardman & Swainson

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Suffolk, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Isabelle Broom was born in Cambridge nine days before the 1980s began and studied Media Arts 
at university in London before a 12-year stint at Heat magazine. When she is not travelling all over the 
world seeking out settings for her escapist novels, Isabelle can mostly be found in Suffolk, where she 
shares a home with her two dogs and more books than she could ever hope to read in a lifetime.

 All aspiring novelist Honor has ever wanted is to be successful. It’s the only way 
she can impress the father who abandoned her, the boyfriend who left her, and the 
nagging voice in her head that tells her she’s not good enough. When she’s invited to 
spend a summer in The Hamptons, Honor realises it could be the dream setting for a 
book, especially when a chance encounter provides her with the perfect leading man. 
But blurring fact and fiction is a dangerous game, and Honor soon discovers that 
writing her way to success might come at the expense of her own happy ever after. . .

 

© Imogen Forte



21#SameTimeNextSummer N@AnnabelMonaghan M AnnabelMonaghan P@annabelmonaghan Annabelmonaghan.com 

 June 2023  Adult & Contemporary Romance . Family Life Fiction . Long Island

 The ultimate summer nostalgia read from 
the author of Nora Goes Off Script.

 SAME TIME NEXT  SAME TIME NEXT 
SUMMERSUMMER
  Annabel Monaghan

 9781399718028 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399718035 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781399718042 • £19.99

Most recent title:  
NORA GOES OFF SCRIPT

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Penguin Random House US

Translation Rights:  
Marly Rusoff Literary Agency

Serial Rights:  
Penguin Random House US

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in New York, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Annabel Monaghan is the author of two young adult novels and ‘Does This Volvo Make My Butt 
Look Big?’, a selection of laugh-out-loud columns that appeared in The Huffington Post, The Week, 
and The Rye Record. Her first adult novel, Nora Goes Off Script, was published in 2022. She lives in 
Rye, New York, with her family.

 Sam’s life is on track. She has the perfect doctor fiancé, a stable job, and is about to 
tour a wedding venue near her family’s Long Island beach house. Everything should 
go to plan, yet the minute she arrives, Sam senses something is off. Wyatt is here. Her 
Wyatt. There’s no reason for a thirty-year-old engaged woman to feel panicked around 
the guy who broke her heart when she was seventeen. Right? But as Sam remembers 
who she used to be, and as Wyatt re-enters her life, she will have to make a choice. Is 
her heart worth the risk?

 

© Jo Bryan
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24 #TheLibrarySuicides N@FflurDafydd P@fflurdafydd fflurdafydd.com 

 January 2023 Psychological Thriller . Dystopian . Suspense

 You get in, but you can’t get out.  
Welcome to the library. . . 

 THE LIBRARY SUICIDES THE LIBRARY SUICIDES
 A Captivating High-Concept,  
Locked-Room Thriller 

 Fflur Dafydd

 9781399711074 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399711081 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399711098 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399711111 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Euan Thorneycroft, 
AM Heath Ltd

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact:  
Kimberley Nyamhondera

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Carmarthen, Wales. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Fflur Dafydd is an award-winning novelist, musician and screenwriter who works in Welsh and 
English. She is a graduate of UEA’s Creative Writing MA, a former Hay Festival International Fellow 
and an alumna of Iowa University’s prestigious International Writing Program. She has also been 
nominated for several BAFTA Cymru awards for her screenwriting work. She lives in West Wales with 
her husband and two daughters.

 Twins Ana and Nan are lost after the death of their mother. Everyone knows who 
drove the renowned author to suicide – her long-time literary critic Eben. But the 
twins need proof to get revenge. When he visits the National Library where the twins 
work, they see an opportunity. They lock down the labyrinthine building, trapping 
their colleagues, the public and Eben inside. But as the plan crumbles and hostages 
escape, what began as a single-minded act of revenge blooms into a complex 
unravelling of loyalties, motives and what it is that makes us who we are.

 



25#StillStanding  #StephenLeather  M stephenleatherofficial stephenleather.com 

 January 2023 Thriller . Crime & Mystery . Espionage & Spy Thriller

There’s trouble in paradise . . . 
or is it murder?

 STILL STANDING STILL STANDING
 A Matt Standing Thriller from the Bestselling 
Author of the Spider Shepherd Series

 Stephen Leather

 9781529367515 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529367539 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529367546 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529367522 • £14.99

Most recent title: DIRTY WAR

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Bangkok, Thailand. 
Author is available for: interview, features.

 Stephen Leather is one of the UK’s most successful thriller writers, an ebook and Sunday 
Times bestseller and author of the critically acclaimed Dan ‘Spider’ Shepherd series and the Jack 
Nightingale supernatural detective novels. His titles have topped the Amazon Kindle charts in the UK 
and the US and his bestsellers have been translated into 15 languages. He has sold nearly 4.5 million 
books with Hodder & Stoughton.

 The SAS are used to deaths during combat. But when one of their own is said to 
have committed suicide in Thailand, red flags are raised. Pete Green wasn’t the sort 
of soldier who would ever take his own life – and no one is more sure of that than 
his twin brother, Billy. Billy needs help to find out the truth – the sort of help only SAS 
Sergeant Matt Standing can provide. But when they come under attack, Standing is 
left to investigate on his own and face his toughest assignment . . .

 



26 #PaythePrice N@SamTobinwriter  

 January 2023 Crime . Thriller & Mystery . Gangland

 Family comes first. No matter the cost . . .

 PAY THE PRICE PAY THE PRICE
 The Second Instalment in the Bestselling 
Manchester Underworld Gangland Series

 Sam Tobin

 9781399701747 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 400pp

eBook: 9781399701754 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781399701761 • £21.99

Most recent title: CALL THE SHOTS

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Gordon Wise,  
Curtis Brown

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Manchester, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Sam Tobin was born in Recife, Brazil and ended up in Manchester, England. He’s been a 
BAFTA-nominated producer, worked in kebab shops and studied Law. He’s lived in Moss Side, 
Brixton and Hollywood. 

 When Fauzia’s brother turns up with a dead body, her perfect life is shattered. She’ll 
protect him to the ends of the earth, but who is he running from? Craig Malton is on 
the hunt for a violent drug lord who’s wreaking havoc in Manchester, leaving bodies 
in his wake. But who is the mysterious kingpin? Fauzia and Malton’s worlds were 
never meant to collide, but they each hold a piece of the puzzle, and the name on 
everyone’s lips is Galahad . . .

 



27#TheIsland N@EngbergKatrine M katrineengbergkrimi P@katrineengberg  

 January 2023 Crime . Thriller & Mystery . Psychological Thriller

 You won’t want to leave, until you can’t . . .

 THE ISLAND THE ISLAND
 The Fourth And Final Instalment in 
the Internationally Bestselling Kørner 
and Werner Series

 Katrine Engberg

 9781529379624 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529379648 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781529379655 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529379631 • £16.99

Most recent title: THE HARBOUR

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Scout Press, Simon & Schuster

Translation Rights: Federico Ambrosini, 
Salomonsson Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 A former dancer and choreographer with a background in theatre and television, Katrine Engberg 
is now one of the most widely read crime writers in Denmark. The Tenant has been a bestseller across 
Europe as well as in the US and Canada. The Island is the fourth book in the Kørner and Werner series.

 On leave from the police force, Jeppe Kørner takes refuge on the island of Bornholm, 
but he soon begins to realise that the island may not be as peaceful as it appears. 
Back in Copenhagen, Anette Werner is leading a murder investigation where all clues 
lead back to Bornholm. Can the detectives unravel the island’s secrets before it’s too 
late? The satisfying and white-knuckled finale to Engberg’s internationally bestselling 
Scandinavian noir series. 

 



28 #InAtTheKill M GeraldSeymourAuthor  

 January 2023 Espionage . International Thriller . Modern & Contemporary Fiction

 The third gripping espionage thriller in 
the Jonas Merrick series, from award-
winning veteran author Gerald Seymour.

 IN AT THE KILL IN AT THE KILL
 The Compelling International Espionage 
Thriller from the Master of the Genre

 Gerald Seymour

 9781529340457 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 480pp

eBook: 9781529340471 • £20.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
 9781529340464 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE CROCODILE 
HUNTER AND THE FOOT SOLDIERS

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Jonathan Lloyd, Curtis Brown

Translation Rights: Jonathan Lloyd, 
Curtis Brown

Serial Rights: Jonathan Lloyd,  
Curtis Brown

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Reading, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Gerald Seymour spent 15 years as an international television news reporter with ITN, covering 
Vietnam and the Middle East, and specialising in the subject of terrorism across the world. Seymour 
was on the streets of Londonderry on the afternoon of Bloody Sunday, and was a witness to the 
massacre of Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics. In At The Kill is his 39th novel.

 Jonas Merrick, the grey man of British intelligence, has a new target in his sights: a 
semi-submersible laden with four tonnes of pure cocaine, headed 6,000 kilometres 
from the Amazon for the Atlantic coast of Spain. Between London, Liverpool, Spain 
and the Amazon, Jonas weaves a web of intrigue designed to snare the drug bosses, 
and bring down one of the largest operations in the world. In At The Kill is an epic 
novel of the intelligence world, exciting, authentic and relentlessly suspenseful. 

 

© Cristian Barnett



29#NeverGoBack N@realjessiekeane M JessieKeane  jessie-keane.co.uk

 February 2023 Crime & Mystery . Organised Crime

 The brilliant new gangland thriller 
from the Sunday Times bestselling 
author of Diamond.

 NEVER GO BACK NEVER GO BACK
  Jessie Keane

 9781529363098 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529363111 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529363128 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529363104 • £14.99

Most recent title: DIAMOND

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Mobius

Translation Rights: Jane Gregory

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Draude at EDPR

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Portsmouth, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 When Jessie Keane was a teenager she fled to London, finding there a lifelong fascination with the 
criminal underworld. Having sold her wedding dress to buy a typewriter, she penned her first Annie 
Carter book, Dirty Game. This was followed by five more Sunday Times bestselling Annie Carter 
books, three Ruby Darke novels and several more standalones.

 Gangster Max Carter and his ex-wife Annie are leading separate lives: past hurts 
cannot be resolved. But then a tragic death makes Max question all that has 
happened to him. He is forced to revisit his painful past to find answers that make 
no sense. Who is targeting his family and why? Annie Carter is at a crossroads. She 
has a luxurious lifestyle but no one to share it with, and Max clearly thinks she is 
in danger. You should never go back, so the old saying goes. But then, the Carter 
women don’t follow the rules, they make them.

 



30 #TheBloodLine N@WillShindler MWillShindlerAuthor  

 February 2023 Crime . Thriller & Mystery . Police Procedural

 A political figure. A bloody package. 
A ticking clock and a murderer on 
the loose . . .

 THE BLOOD LINE THE BLOOD LINE
 The Fourth Instalment in the Critically 
Acclaimed DI Finn and DC Paulsen Series

 Will Shindler

 9781529383805 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781529383829 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529383836 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529383812 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
THE HUNTING GROUND 

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hayley Steed, 
Madeleine Milburn Literary Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SE20, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Will Shindler has been a broadcast journalist for the BBC for over 25 years, spending a decade 
working in television drama as a scriptwriter on Born and Bred, The Bill and Doctors. He currently 
combines reading the news on BBC Radio London with writing crime novels.

 Claire Beacham, MP for Wimbledon South, returns home from work to a parcel on her 
doorstep – no note, no label. Inside is a gruesome surprise – a severed head. DI Finn 
and DC Paulsen are called to investigate and, as more bloody body parts arrive, they 
soon realise that this murderer is sending a message to the politician. But can they 
work it out before it’s too late?

 



31#StormOfWar N@AnthonyRiches M   anthony.richesauthor  anthonyriches.com 

 February 2023 Historical Fiction . War & Military . Action Adventure

 Marcus Aquila and his allies 
spearhead a daring attack into enemy 
territory, as three generals claim to 
be the true Roman Emperor.

 STORM OF WAR STORM OF WAR
 Empire XIII

 Anthony Riches

 9781399701426 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781399701457 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781399701464 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399701433 • 14.99

Most recent title:  
VENGEANCE: EMPIRE XII

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Suffolk, UK. 
Author is available for: events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Anthony Riches holds a degree in Military Studies from Manchester University. He began writing 
the story that would become the first novel in the Empire series, Wounds of Honour, after visiting 
Housesteads Roman fort in 1996. Married with three grown-up children, he now lives in Suffolk. He is 
also the writer of the Protector thriller series.

 A new civil war has begun: with the emperor Pertinax’s murder Marcus and his 
protector Scaurus have escaped Rome, seeking sanctuary for their familia in the 
East. But they are soon pressed back into service by Septimius Severus, the ruthless 
commander who has seized the imperial capital and who holds the military balance 
of power over his two rivals. Niger, the would-be emperor in the East, is on the march 
with six legions, and Scaurus’s legion is ordered to Thrace as a sacrificial advance 
guard, tasked with delaying them. Whatever the cost . . .

 



32 #TheLastKingdom M SteveBerryWriter  steveberry.org 

 February 2023 Thrillers & Mystery . Historical Thrillers

 The latest Cotton Malone adventure, in 
which the discovery of a lost historical 
document challenges the global might of 
the United States.

 THE LAST KINGDOM THE LAST KINGDOM
  Steve Berry

 9781399706360 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399706384 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781399706391 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399706377 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE KAISER’S WEB

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Grand Central

Translation Rights: Writer’s House

Serial Rights: Writer’s House

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Florida, USA.

 Steve Berry is the New York Times and Number One internationally bestselling author of the Cotton 
Malone series. His books have been translated into 40 languages with 17,000,000 copies in 51 
countries. Steve was born and raised in Georgia, graduating from the Walter F. George School of Law 
at Mercer University. He was a trial lawyer for 30 years and held elective office for 14 of those years. 

 King Ludwig II of Bavaria was an enigmatic figure who was deposed in 1886, 
mysteriously drowning three days later. History tells us that in the years before he died 
Ludwig, eccentric to the point of madness, engaged in a worldwide search for a new 
kingdom, one separate and in lieu of Bavaria. A place he could retreat into and rule 
as he wished. But a question remains: did he succeed? In a race across Bavaria for 
clues hidden in Ludwig’s three fairytale castles Malone and Daniels battle an ever-
growing list of deadly adversaries, all intent on finding the last kingdom.

 

© Carey Sheffield



33#StandingintheShadows  #PeterRobinson  #DCIBanks  M PeterRobinsonAuthor inspectorbanks.com 

 March 2023 Crime & Mystery . Police Procedural . Yorkshire

 The twenty-eighth book in the Number 
One bestselling Alan Banks crime series – 
by the master of the police procedural.

 STANDING IN THE  STANDING IN THE 
SHADOWSSHADOWS
 DCI Banks 28

 Peter Robinson

 9781529343168 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529343199 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781529343205 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529343175 • £14.99

Most recent title: NOT DARK YET

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: William Morrow

Translation Rights: Dominick Abel

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance book proofs available  
on request

Peter Robinson grew up in Yorkshire, and divided his time between Richmond and Canada. 
Standing in the Shadows is the twenty-eighth book in the bestselling Banks series, and Robinson 
also wrote two collections of short stories and three standalone novels. His critically acclaimed DCI 
Banks novels have won numerous awards in Britain, the United States, Canada and Europe, and are 
published in translation all over the world. Peter Robinson died in October 2022.

 Late November, 1980. English student Nick Hartley returns from a lecture to find 
his house full of police. He soon discovers that his ex-girlfriend has been found 
murdered, and her new boyfriend is missing. Nick realises he is a suspect and has 
no convincing alibi, but he has his own suspicions . . . Meanwhile, in November 2019, 
an archeological dig near Scotch Corner unearths a skeleton that turns out to be far 
more recent than the Roman remains they are looking for. Detective Superintendent 
Alan Banks is called in, and the investigation into the find begins . . .

 



34 #TheDeadDontSpeak N@OneNightStanzas P@one.night.stanzas claireaskew.com 

 March 2023 Crime . Thrillers & Mystery . Suspense

 

 THE DEAD   THE DEAD  
DON’T SPEAKDON’T SPEAK
 Book 5 in the Award-Winning  
DI Birch Series.

 Claire Askew

 9781529348309 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529348323 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529348330 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529348293 • £14.99

Most recent title: A MATTER OF TIME

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Curtis Brown

Translation Rights: Curtis Brown

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Carlisle, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearance, local events.

 Claire Askew’s debut novel All The Hidden Truths won the 2016 Lucy Cavendish Fiction Prize as a 
work in progress, and the 2019 Bloody Scotland Debut Crime Fiction Prize. Claire is also a poet and 
non-fiction writer, and she lives in Edinburgh.

 With DI Helen Birch recovering from major surgery, Amy Kato is promoted to 
sergeant and is given a maddening case to work on: Edinburgh is being plagued 
by an anonymous vigilante. Amy can tell he is becoming increasingly confident and 
increasingly threatening. And yet he also seems to be invisible. With their boss not 
believing the case to be a huge deal, Amy goes to Birch in secret to ask for help, 
and Birch finds it impossible to resist taking action: placing her directly in the path of 
immense danger. . .

 

© Lewis Khan



35#TheRunningClub N@aliloweauthor P@ali_lowe_author aliloweauthor.com 

 March 2023 Thriller & Suspense . Crime & Mystery

 You pay a premium to live in this town. 
But someone’s paid with their life.

 THE RUNNING CLUB THE RUNNING CLUB
  Ali Lowe 

 9781529348859 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529348866 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781529348880 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529348873 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE TRIVIA NIGHT

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Maya Conway

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Sydney, Australia. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Ali Lowe has been a journalist for 20 years. She has written for bridal magazines, parenting titles, 
websites and newspapers in London and then Australia, after she moved to Sydney 14 years ago on 
a trip that was meant to last a year. Ali lives on the northern beaches of Sydney with her husband and 
three young children.

 The rules of the running club are the same as they have always been: keep your 
breath steady, keep your mind sharp, record your laps! Only now there’s a new one: 
don’t get killed. The wealthy community of Esperance is picture-perfect. Big houses, 
stunning views, beautiful people. A brand-new running track for the local club to jog 
around in the evenings. From the outside, it looks like paradise. But the women of the 
town know the truth: you can hide anything – from wrinkles to secrets from your past – 
if you have enough money. You could even hide a murder.

 



36 #ThirstyAnimals N@rachelle_ata

 March 2023 Suspense . Modern & Contemporary Fiction . Dystopian

What happens when the water runs out?

 THIRSTY ANIMALS THIRSTY ANIMALS
 The Next Book From New, Exciting Writer 
Rachelle Atalla.

 Rachelle Atalla

 9781529342154 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529342161 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529342178 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529342192 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE PHARMACIST

Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, Can

US Rights: Curtis Brown

Translation Rights: Curtis Brown

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Glasgow, Scotland. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Rachelle Atalla is a Scottish-Egyptian writer and editor based in Glasgow, who previously worked as 
a community pharmacist. Her short stories have been published widely and she is the recipient of a 
Scottish Book Trust New Writers Award. Her first short film screenplay Trifle was commissioned by the 
Scottish Film & Talent Network and she is developing her first feature-length film with BBC Films. The 
Pharmacist was her first novel.

 The world is running out of water. Aida is forced back home to live on the farm with 
her mum. For now, they are safe with enough to get by. But Aida’s life continues 
to change. The service station she works at grows emptier with each day, and 
suspicious strangers arrive on the farm who are beginning to overstay their welcome. 
And with the horrific scenes she witnessed at the border – between those with water 
and those without – she wonders how it could get any worse . . . And then their taps 
are turned off.

 

© Andrew Low



37#EndOfStory N@louisewriter P@louisebeechalsoswanson louisebeech.co.uk 

 March 2023 Dystopian . Thriller . Emotional

The high concept thriller by Louise 
Beech writing as Louise Swanson.

 END OF STORY END OF STORY
  Louise Swanson

 9781529396102 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529396119 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529396126 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529396096 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: D H H Literary Agency

Translation Rights:  
D H H Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact:  
Kimberley Nyamhondera

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Hessle, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Louise Swanson is the penname of bestselling author Louise Beech, who has published seven 
novels with Orenda Books. Her work has previously been longlisted for the Not the Booker and Polari 
prizes and shortlisted for the Romantic Novel awards. Aside from being a novelist, she regularly writes 
travel pieces for the Hull Daily Mail, where she was a columnist for ten years.

 It’s the year 2035 and fiction has been banned by the government for five years. 
Former bestselling author Fern is a criminal. Officially, she has retrained in a new 
job, but she still scrawls in a secret notepad in an effort to capture what her life has 
become: her work on a banned phone line, reading bedtime stories to sleep-starved 
children; Hunter, the young boy who calls her and has captured her heart; and the 
dreaded visits from government officials. But when someone has spent their life 
writing fiction, how can you trust that they’re telling you the truth? 

 



38  N@TBC P@TBC  

 March 2023 Thriller & Suspense . Crime & Mystery . Women’s Fiction

 A darkly compelling psychological 
drama for fans of Our House and 
Big Little Lies.

 HER HER
  Mira Shah

 9781399701228 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399701235 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781399701211 • £21.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can ex Philippines, inc EU

US Rights: Darley Anderson  
Literary Agency

Translation Rights: Darley Anderson 
Literary Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance book proofs available on request  
Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

Mira Shah was born in London to two Indian-African parents. She studied History at the University of 
Warwick before doing the law conversion course at BPP Law School and practising as a commercial 
litigator in the City. She lives in North London with her partner, three dogs and one feral cat. Mira wrote 
her debut novel Her during the Covid-19 lockdown while studying on the three-month Curtis Brown 
Creative course.

 Rani’s life is far from idyllic – with two small children and a partner in a tiny rented flat 
that has never felt like home, she has always wished for a different life. Then, Natalie 
moves into the large house across the road – and Rani can’t help but be drawn to 
her. To her life of luxury, to her perfect husband, her perfect house. But not all is as 
it seems behind closed doors, and as Rani gets closer to Natalie, she discovers 
everyone has secrets – and some will stay with you for a lifetime . . .

 

© Mark Solon



39#BattleSong N@IanRossAuthor M ianrossauthor ianjamesross.com 

 March 2023 Historical Fiction . Medieval Adventure . Military Fiction

 Friendship and chivalry, rivalry and 
rebellion; the medieval world in all its 
colour and darkness.

 BATTLE SONG BATTLE SONG
 The 13th-Century Historical Adventure for 
Fans of Bernard Cornwell and Ben Kane

 Ian Ross

 9781399708845 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781399708852 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781399708869 • £21.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Janklow & Nesbit

Translation Rights: Janklow & Nesbit

Serial Rights: Janklow & Nesbit

Publicity contact: Maya Conway

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Bath, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Ian Ross was born in England, and currently lives in Bath. His six-novel Twilight of Empire series, 
set in the late Roman world, was published in the UK and worldwide between 2015 and 2019. More 
recently, he has turned his attentions to the medieval period, and in particular the tumultuous era of 
the mid-13th century. 

 1264. Storm clouds gather as Simon de Montfort and the barons of England challenge 
the power of the king. Adam de Norton, a young squire devoted to the virtues of 
chivalry, knows little of the gathering crisis. When a hunting accident leaves him with a 
new master of questionable principles, he finds himself plunged into the ruthless world 
of the tournament, where knights compete for glory and riches, and his new master’s 
methods prove brutally effective. But as England plunges into violence, they must 
choose a side. Will they fight for the king, for de Montfort – or for themselves?

 

© David Breckon
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 April 2023 Thriller & Suspense . Crime & Mystery

 When two women receive an anonymous 
note, for one it’s a threat . . . for the other, 
it’s time for revenge.

 HER SWEET REVENGE HER SWEET REVENGE
  Sarah Bonner

 9781529382761 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529382778 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781529382792 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529382785 • £14.99

Most recent title: HER PERFECT TWIN

Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: Grand Central Publishing, 
Hachette Book Group

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance book proofs available on request  
Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in East Grinstead, West 
Sussex, UK. Author is available 
for: interview, features, festival 
appearances, local events.

 Sarah Bonner grew up in Salisbury, dreaming of a career as a writer and performer. Instead, 
she became an accountant! After a 15-year career, she decided to answer her original calling and 
completed her first novel, Her Perfect Twin. She lives in West Sussex with her husband and very 
spoiled rescue dog.

 Helena is beautiful, successful, living in married bliss in Exeter. But she’s hiding 
a secret that could tear her perfect life apart. When the notes begin to arrive, she 
realises someone else must know her secret. But what might her husband and his 
family do if they discover the truth? A few years later, Thea is reeling from her best 
friend Helena’s death. But when she starts digging into the circumstances, she 
receives a threatening note warning her to stop. She knows Helena’s death wasn’t an 
accident. This was murder. She is determined to get revenge. 

 



41 N@Olde_Heuvelt M thomas.oldeheuvelt.7 P@thomasoldeheuvelt  

 April 2023 Horror . Supernatural . Suspense

 The latest spine-chilling horror  
from Hugo award-winning author 
Thomas Olde Heuvelt.

 ORACLE ORACLE
 Thomas Olde Heuvelt

 9781529331929 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781529331950 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529331967 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529331936 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Meulenhoff Boekerij B.V.

Translation Rights:  
Meulenhoff Boekerij B.V.

Serial Rights:  
Meulenhoff Boekerij B.V.

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Netherlands. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Dutch novelist Thomas Olde Heuvelt is the author of five novels and many short stories of the 
fantastic. He has been awarded the Paul Harland Prize on three occasions and was nominated for 
the World Fantasy Award. In 2015 he won the Hugo Award for Best Short Story. Hex is Olde Heuvelt’s 
worldwide debut. Warner Bros. is currently developing a TV series based on the book.

 When teenagers stumble on a battered, 18th-century Dutch sailing ship in a deserted 
field, they take turns daring each other to enter. . . until they don’t return. Soon, Luca’s 
father is among the missing, until one day when he returns . . . changed. Together 
with a number of unlikely companions – the mysterious Safiya Adan, whom Luca is 
secretly in love with, and the eccentric Robert Grim, an old man with a frightening 
past – Luca discovers he is the linchpin in a battle between ancient forces, and time is 
running out to avert a disaster that threatens the country’s entire coastline.

 

© David Samwell
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 April 2023 Thriller . Suspense . Crime & Mystery

 The unputdownable new domestic 
drama from international bestseller 
Sally Hepworth.

 THE SOULMATE THE SOULMATE
  Sally Hepworth

 9781399713566 • £20.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529330991 • £20.99

Audio download:  
9781529330984 • £21.99

Most recent title: THE YOUNGER WIFE

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU, ex ANZ

US Rights: St Martin’s Press

Translation Rights:  
St Martin’s Press

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Maya Conway

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Melbourne, Australia. 
Author is available for: interview, features.

 Sally Hepworth is a bestselling author and a human resource professional. A graduate of Monash 
University in Melbourne, Australia, she started writing novels after the birth of her first child. Sally has 
lived around the world, spending extended periods in Singapore, the UK and Canada, and she now 
writes full-time from her home in Melbourne, where she lives with her husband and three children.

 Before the woman went over the cliff, Pippa and Gabe were happy. They have the 
kind of marriage that everyone envies, as well as two sweet young daughters, and a 
cliff-side home that would have been idyllic – had the beachside cliffs not become 
popular among those wishing to end their lives. Gabe has become a local hero since 
they moved to the cliff house, talking seven people down from the edge. But when 
Gabe fails to save the eighth, a web of secrets begins to unravel, pushing bonds of 
loyalty to the brink. What wouldn’t you do for your soulmate?

 



43#FlaviaAlbia  #FatalLegacy M  lindseydavisauthor lindseydavis.co.uk 

 April 2023 Crime & Mystery . Historical Mysteries . Ancient Rome

 The next book in the gripping Flavia 
Albia series, by acclaimed author Lindsey 
Davis.

 FATAL LEGACY FATAL LEGACY
 Book 11 in the Flavia Albia series.

 Lindsey Davis

 9781529354737 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529354751 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529354768 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529354744 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
DESPERATE UNDERTAKING

Exclusive territories: BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: St. Martin’s Press

Translation Rights: AM Heath

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Birmingham, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, 
features, local events.

 Lindsey Davis is best known for her novels set in Ancient Rome, including the much-loved Marcus 
Didius Falco series, although she has also written about the English Civil War. Her examination of 
the paranoid reign of the Roman Emperor Domitian began with Master and God, a standalone novel, 
leading to her series about Flavia Albia, set in that dark period.

 Flavia Albia has her most bitter and complex case yet: a decade-old will has led to a 
feud between the two families. Endless claims and counterclaims lead to violence and 
even death. Lawyers have given up in exasperation as the case limps on. But is there 
a solution? Two youngsters from each side of the divide have fallen in love, which 
could unite the feuding families. But the contents of the will are murky, and it appears 
reconciliation is impossible – but Albia will try. Her investigation must cut through 
decades of secrets, lies and violence to reach a startling truth.

 

© Mark Harrison



44  N@andynyman @dysonjeremy  

 April 2023 Espionage & Spy Thriller . Historical Mysteries . Supernatural Thriller

 From Jeremy Dyson & Andy Nyman, 
creators of the international smash-hit 
play and film Ghost Stories, comes a new 
novel: The Warlock Effect.

 THE WARLOCK EFFECT THE WARLOCK EFFECT
  Jeremy Dyson & Andy Nyman

 9781529364774 • £20.00 
Demy Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529364798 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529364804 • £25.00

Demy Trade Paperback: 
9781529364781 • £14.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance proofs available on request

Authors live in Leeds, UK and 
Leicester, UK. Author is available for: 
interview, features, local events.

Jeremy Dyson is an author, script writer – including hit BBC series Killing Eve – and a founding 
member of the team behind The League of Gentlemen. Andy Nyman is an actor, writer and 
magician, who among others, co-created Derren Brown's TV specials Russian Roulette, The System 
and The Events. Together, they are the co-creators of the film Ghost Stories (2017) starring Martin 
Freeman, based on their 2010 stage play of the same name.

 In 1950s Soho, top illusionist Louis Warlock and his secret posse of eccentric 
assistants create extraordinary and baffling magic and his phenomenal expertise is 
noticed by the British Secret Service. They need his lateral thinking and conjuring 
skills to defeat a deadly plot against the government. Pouring their joint obsessions 
with comedy, magic and horror into this novel, authors Jeremy Dyson and Andy 
Nyman take the reader into a realm of secrets and betrayal. A peek behind the curtain 
of a world that, though long lost, resonates with contemporary fears about identity 
and the malignant manipulation of our minds. 

 



45#SupperForSix  N@FionaSherlock @FionaSherlock  

 April 2023 Mystery & Detective . Crime & Mystery . Women Sleuths

 When Lady Anderson hosts a 
dinner party for five guests, it seems 
murder is on the menu . . .

 SUPPER FOR SIX SUPPER FOR SIX
  Fiona Sherlock

 9781529360042 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529360059 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529360066 • £21.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Meath, Ireland. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Fiona Sherlock is a former journalist and PR consultant and she now writes emerald noir for 
Poolbeg, exploring the nuance of Irish identity through unique crimes. Fiona is a Curtis Brown 
Creative graduate, and in 2016, she won the Wills Writing Award.

 London, 1977: Agapanthus and Francois Langford, Jeremy Crowley, Elizabeth 
Chalice and Chrissy Crowley have very little in common – except for the fact they 
have all been summoned at fairly short notice to attend a dinner party hosted by 
Lady Sybil Anderson, in her rather charming and opulent apartment in Bruton Square, 
Mayfair. But it isn’t long before the dinner party turns deadly and Elizabeth Chalice, 
private investigator, must work out who is the murderer among them.

 

© John Shortt



46 #DeathofaBookseller N@alicemjslater P@alicemjslater alicemjslater alicemjslater.com/author/smokintofu

 April 2023 Psychological Thriller . Suspense . True Crime

 A bookshop. A true crime case.  
A deadly friendship. The unmissable 
debut thriller for 2023 . . .

 DEATH OF A  DEATH OF A 
BOOKSELLERBOOKSELLER
 The Deliciously Dark and Utterly Addictive 
Debut Suspense Thriller, for Fans of Caroline 
Kepnes and Erin Kelly

 Alice Slater

 9781529385328 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781529385359 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529385366 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529385335 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can ex EU

US Rights: Mysterious Press,  
Penzler Publishers

Translation Rights:  
Zoe Ross, United Agents

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, E17, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Alice Slater spent six years working as a bookseller with Waterstones. She started as a Christmas 
temp in Manchester Deansgate and worked her way up to bookshop manager of Romford, then 
Gower Street’s fiction section, and eventually Notting Hill Gate, lending a hand in 20 different 
branches across the UK on the way. Now a London-based writer, she is a co-host of literary podcast 
“What Page Are You On?” and writes regularly for Mslexia.

 Roach – bookseller, loner and true crime obsessive – is not interested in making 
friends. She has all the company she needs in her serial killer books, murder podcasts 
and her pet snail, Bleep. That is, until Laura joins the bookshop. Smelling of roses, 
with her cute literary tote bags and beautiful poetry, she’s everyone’s new favourite 
bookseller. But beneath the shiny veneer, Roach senses a darkness within Laura, 
the same darkness Roach possesses. As Roach’s curiosity blooms into morbid 
obsession, it becomes clear that she is prepared to infiltrate Laura’s life at any cost. 

 



47
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V  youtube.com/channel/UCZKBDoy7_stUsiL0YBM3aNg/featured

 May 2023 Thriller . Crime & Mystery . Suspense

 It was meant to be the holiday of a 
lifetime. Now she just needs to survive.

 THE LAST PASSENGER THE LAST PASSENGER
 The Nerve-Shredding New Thriller From the 
Master of Tension, for Fans of Shari Lapena 
and Gillian McAllister

 Will Dean

 9781529382822 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529382846 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529382853 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529382839 • £14.99

Most recent title: FIRST BORN

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Atria/Emily Bestler Books

Translation Rights: Blake Friedmann 
Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Ytterby, Sweden. 
Author is available for: interview, 
features, festival appearances.

 After studying Law at the LSE and working in London, Will Dean settled in rural Sweden where he 
built a house in a clearing at the centre of a vast elk forest, and it’s here that he compulsively reads 
and writes.

 My phone has no reception, and my stomach feels uneasy. I step out into the corridor. 
Thirty seconds later it hits me. All the other cabin doors are wedged open. Every 
single one is unoccupied and unlocked. I walk along, frowning, confused, my mouth 
dry. They’re all empty. I break out into a run. At the end of the long corridor I take a lift 
down to the Ocean Lobby. There’s nobody here. Silence. My mouth is dry. The RMS 
Atlantica is steaming out into the ocean and I am the only person on board.

 

© Will Dean
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 May 2023 Thriller / Suspense . Crime & Mystery . Mystery & Detective

 She watched him die. Now she must 
find the killer . . .

 BROKEN OATHS BROKEN OATHS
 The Third in a Speculative Detective 
Series Set in Lisbon

 Patricia Marques

 9781399707268 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781399707282 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781399707299 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781 399707275 • £14.99

Most recent title: HOUSE OF SILENCE

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: A M Heath

Translation Rights: A M Heath

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, N17, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Half-Angolan and half-Portuguese, Patricia Marques was born in Portugal but moved to England 
when she was eight. As well as the MA in Creative Writing from City she holds a BA in Creative Writing 
from Roehampton. She lives in London and The Colours of Death was her first novel. House of Silence 
is her second, and Broken Oaths is her third.

 Inspector Isabel Reis, a Gifted Inspector with Portugal’s PolÍcia Judiciária, has 
developed a reputation for closing sensitive cases involving powerful people. When 
a Portuguese diplomat based in London’s Portuguese embassy dies of what looks to 
be a heart attack during a remote meeting, local police are called to the scene to find 
those in the building dead too. When the gravity of what has happened in Belgravia 
is revealed, Isabel is called up to London to assist in the investigation. One thing 
becomes clear very quickly: Isabel faces capturing a killer more ruthless than she has 
ever seen before.

 

© Ellie Smith
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 May 2023 Thriller & Suspense . LGBT Fiction . Speculative Fiction

 Welcome to Atlas. How far would you go 
for a second chance?

 CHILDREN OF THE SUN CHILDREN OF THE SUN
  Beth Lewis

 9781529357721 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 480pp

eBook: 9781529357738 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529357745 • £21.99

 

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via NetGalley, 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Oxford, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Beth Lewis was raised in the wilds of Cornwall and split her childhood between books and the beach. 
She has travelled extensively throughout the world and has had close encounters with black bears, 
killer whales and Great White sharks. She has been, at turns, a bank cashier, fire performer, juggler, and 
is currently the Publishing Manager at Rebellion. She lives in Oxford with her wife and daughter.

 1982. Deep in the Adirondack Mountains, over 300 people live off-grid in a secret 
community. Atlas is a refuge for broken souls desperate for a second chance. 
Founded by the enigmatic Sol, the group prepares for their final ceremony: the 
opening of the Golden Door. They believe they will cross to another world, to a new 
life, a chance to start again. James Morrow is a rookie New York City reporter intent on 
making his name with an exposé of the crazy cult. But he soon finds there is a darker 
side to the story. . .
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 May 2023 Thriller & Suspense . Crime & Mystery

The camera never lies. 
But someone is. 

 THE COUPLE IN   THE COUPLE IN  
THE PHOTOTHE PHOTO
  Helen Cooper

 9781399701037 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781399701068 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781399701075 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399701044 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE OTHER GUEST

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Penguin Random House US

Translation Rights:  
Janklow & Nesbit UK

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Leicester, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Helen Cooper is from Derby. She has taught English and Academic Writing and was Head of 
Learning Enhancement at the University of Birmingham. She has a MA in Creative Writing from 
Nottingham Trent University and has been published in Writers’ Forum, Mslexia, the Bath Short 
Story Prize Anthology (2014) and the Leicester Writes Short Story Prize Anthology (2018). She has 
previously written two novels, The Downstairs Neighbour and The Other Guest.

 What would you do if you found out something you shouldn’t know about your best 
friend’s husband? Lucy finds herself in exactly that situation when she spots a familiar 
face in the background of a photograph, apparently on a luxurious holiday in the 
Maldives with another woman. Determined to carry on as normal until she has more 
proof, Lucy’s plans are derailed when news breaks of a British woman who has gone 
missing in the Maldives. Lucy suddenly can’t help but suspect her friend’s husband 
was not only there, but may have been involved in the disappearance . . .

 

© Photography by Gem
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 June 2023 Crime & Mystery . Thriller . Suspense

 An electrifying thriller for fans of Harlan 
Coben and Linwood Barclay. 

 TRUST IN ME TRUST IN ME
  Luca Veste

 9781529357370 • £20.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529357394 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529357387 • £21.99

Most recent title:  
YOU NEVER SAID GOODBYE

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Sourcebooks

Translation Rights:  
Marjacq

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Liverpool, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Luca Veste is the author of several police procedurals and standalone crime novels including The 
Bone Keeper and You Never Said Goodbye. He plays bass guitar in the band The Fun Lovin’ Crime 
Writers. He lives in Liverpool, with his wife and two daughters.

 Sara seems to have it all – a thriving practice as a counsellor, a million-dollar home, a 
loving husband. She’s the only one who knows that her entire life is built on a lie. When 
a new patient confesses to a crime that feels eerily familiar, Sara is thrown into a quest 
to hide the truth: from her family, her friends and, most importantly, the police. How can 
this client know about Sara’s past? And how can Sara silence her before it’s too late? 
One thing is certain: she will do anything to keep her family safe. Even from herself.

 

© Ean Flanders
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54  N@maiya_ibrahim P@maiya_ibrahim  maiyaibrahim.com 

 January 2023 Fantasy . Young Adult . Epic Fantasy 

 An epic fantasy series set in an Arabian-
inspired land with spice magic.

 SPICE ROAD SPICE ROAD
An Epic Young Adult Fantasy Set in an 
Arabian-Inspired Land

 Maiya Ibrahim

 9781399702027 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 496pp

eBook: 9781399702041 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399702058 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399702034 • £14.99

Number in series: 1

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Penguin Random House 

Translation Rights:  
Penguin Random House

Serial Rights: Penguin Random House

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Australia. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Born and raised in sunny Sydney, Australia, Maiya Ibrahim graduated with a Bachelor of Law but 
prefers working with the laws of magic systems instead. When she’s not writing or reading fantasy and 
science fiction, she can be found playing RPGs, adding new plants to her garden, or enjoying Middle 
Eastern sweets with her family. Spice Road is her debut novel.

 In the city of Qalia, spice magic awakens the affinities of those who drink the misra 
tea. With her affinity for iron, Imani can wield a dagger like no other. But ever since 
her brother was caught stealing coveted spice, Imani’s reputation has been in tatters. 
Until she discovers her brother may be alive. Desperate to find him, she joins the 
mission sent to hunt him down, accompanied by Taha, a powerful beastseer, who 
enthrals and enrages her in equal measure. Imani must decide where her loyalties 
lie . . . before it is too late.

 



55 N@sebastian_lk P@lauraksebastian  laurasebastianwrites.com 

 February 2023 Young Adult Fantasy . Epic Fantasy . Girls & Women

 The sequel to Castles in Their Bones from 
a New York Times bestselling author!

 STARDUST IN   STARDUST IN  
THEIR VEINSTHEIR VEINS
 The Sequel to Castles in Their Bones

 Laura Sebastian

 9781529373042 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 528pp

eBook: 9781529373059 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529373073 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529373066 • £14.99

Number in series: 2

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Penguin Random House 

Translation Rights:  
Penguin Random House

Serial Rights: Penguin Random House

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Laura Sebastian was born and raised in South Florida and has always loved telling stories – many 
apologies to her little brother who often got in trouble because of them. She currently lives in London 
with her two dogs, Neville and Circe. She is the author of the New York Times bestselling Ash Princess 
series, Half Sick of Shadows and Castles in their Bones.

 Princesses Beatriz and Daphne have lost their older sister, but their mother’s 
grand scheme of taking the continent of Vesteria is far from complete. Usurped by 
conniving cousins Nico and Gigi, Beatriz fears for her life, while in icy Friv, Daphne 
continues her shaky alliance with the rebels even as she struggles to stay a step 
ahead of them. But when an unlikely ally offers Beatriz a deal, she finds herself back 
in her mother’s sights.

 



56  N@rahdieh P@reneeahdieh  reneeahdieh.com/books 

 February 2023 Young Adult . Fantasy . Historical 

 The stunning conclusion to the instant 
New York Times bestselling quartet! 

 THE RUINED THE RUINED
 The Fourth Book in The Beautiful Quartet 

 Renée Ahdieh

 9781529368420 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 464pp

eBook: 9781529368444 • £14.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529368437 • £14.99

Number in series: 4

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Penguin Random House 

Translation Rights:  
Penguin Random House

Serial Rights: Penguin Random House

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  North Carolina, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Renée Ahdieh is the Number One New York Times bestselling author of The Wrath and the Dawn 
series and The Flame in the Mist series. The first few years of her life were spent in a high-rise in 
South Korea; consequently, Renée enjoys having her head in the clouds. She lives in Charlotte, North 
Carolina, with her husband and their tiny overlord of a dog.

 The Sylvan Vale and the Sylvan Wyld are at war. In an effort to protect the weakened 
Winter Court, Bastien rallies powerful allies and friends in New Orleans to come 
to their aid. Under protection alongside her injured mother in the Summer Court, 
Celine is uncertain of whom to trust. When she realises war between the fey courts is 
imminent, she journeys with Ali to find the time-travelling mirror and change their fate. 
But when Celine’s rivals realise Bastien has rallied his allies in the mortal world, they 
decide to take the fight to him.

 



57 N@Roshani_Chokshi M roshanichokshiauthor P@roshanichokshi  roshanichokshi.com 

 February 2023 Gothic Fantasy . Contemporary . Small Town & Rural

 A marriage slowly unravels as a husband 
picks at the threads of a dangerous secret 
his wife is keeping.

 THE LAST TALE OF THE  THE LAST TALE OF THE 
FLOWER BRIDEFLOWER BRIDE
 Inside Every Story Is A Secret.  
Inside Every Marriage Is A Lie.

 Roshani Chokshi

 9781529384048 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529384062 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529384079 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529384055 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Harper Collins Publishers

Translation Rights:  
Harper Collins Publishers

Serial Rights:  
Harper Collins Publishers

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  Atlanta, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Roshani Chokshi is the award-winning author of the New York Times bestselling series The Star-
Touched Queen, The Gilded Wolves and Aru Shah and The End of Time, which Time Magazine named 
one of the Top 100 Fantasy Books of All Time. Her novels have been translated into more than two 
dozen languages and often draw upon world mythology and folklore. 

 Once upon a time, a man who believed in fairy tales married a beautiful, mysterious 
woman named Indigo. He was a scholar of myths. She was heiress to a fortune. 
In exchange for her love, Indigo extracted a promise: that her bridegroom would 
never pry into her past. But when Indigo learns that her aunt is dying and the couple 
travel to the House of Dreams, the house slowly reveals his wife’s secrets. Soon the 
bridegroom will be forced to choose between reality and fantasy, even if doing so 
threatens to destroy their marriage . . . or their lives.

 



58  N@Benjamin_Percy M benjamin.percy P@benjamin.percy  benjaminpercy.com/bio 

 February 2023 Science Fiction . Meteorology & Climatology . Action & Adventure

 The third and final book in the innovative 
and acclaimed Comet Cycle series.

 THE SKY VAULT THE SKY VAULT
 The Comet Cycle Book 3

 Benjamin Percy

 9781473690165 • £16.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 416pp

eBook: 9781473690172 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399705691 • £21.99

Number in series: 3

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: HarperCollins Publishers

Translation Rights:  
HarperCollins Publishers

Serial Rights: HarperCollins Publishers

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  Northfield, MN, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Benjamin Percy is the award-winning author of the novel The Wilding. Percy’s honours include a 
Whiting Writers Award, the Plimpton Prize, the Pushcart Prize, and inclusion in Best American Short 
Stories. He teaches in the MFA program at Iowa State.

 Theo Jenson is 15 years old when his father inexplicably disappears along with 
the plane, and the month-long search for him ends with a funeral procession and 
the beginnings of acceptance. Despite the tragedy, Theo’s popularity in school 
skyrockets, while his best friend Wheezy remains on the outskirts of any real social 
circle. Their friendship will be put to the test when other Fairbanks citizens begin to 
vanish, sucked up by a funnel cloud that extends like an elephant’s trunk, and chased 
down by a mist that solidifies into the shape of a man.

 



59 N@rrschaeffer M rrschaeffer P@rebecca_schaeffer  rschaefferbooks.com 

 February 2023 Young Adult Fantasy . Dark Fantasy . Paranormal

 Gotham-inspired city where people 
go to sleep and wake up as their own 
nightmares.

 CITY OF NIGHTMARES CITY OF NIGHTMARES
 Face Your Fear. . . or Become Your Nightmare

 Rebecca Schaeffer

 9781399712101 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781399712132 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399712125 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399712118 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Harper Collins Publishers 

Translation Rights:  
Harper Collins Publishers

Serial Rights:  
Harper Collins Publishers

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Edmonton, AB, Canada. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Rebecca Schaeffer is the critically acclaimed author of Not Even Bones and its sequels.  
The Webtoon adaptation of the trilogy has garnered over a 100 million reads and nearly  
2 million subscribers.

 Ever since her sister became a man-eating spider and slaughtered her way 
through town, Ness has been terrified. Because in Newham, the city that never 
sleeps, dreaming means waking up as your worst fear. Ness will do anything to 
avoid becoming another victim, even if that means lying low among a questionable 
organisation. In order to prove herself, Ness cons her way into what’s supposed to 
be a simple job for the organisation – only for it to blow up in her face.

 



60  N@thechloegong P@thechloegong  thechloegong.com 

 February 2023 Fantasy . Contemporary . Historical 

 Two novellas from Number One Sunday 
Times bestselling author Chloe Gong

LAST VIOLENT CALLLAST VIOLENT CALL
 From Number One Sunday Times 
bestselling author Chloe Gong

 Chloe Gong

 9781399712521 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781399712545 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399712552 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399712538 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Simon & Schuster

Translation Rights:  
Simon & Schuster

Serial Rights:  
Simon & Schuster

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  New York, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Chloe Gong is the New York Times bestselling author of These Violent Delights and its sequel Our 
Violent Ends. She is a recent graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, where she double-majored in 
English and International Relations. Born in Shanghai and raised in Auckland, New Zealand, Chloe is 
now located in New York pretending to be a real adult.

 Two captivating new novellas set soon after the events of Foul Lady Fortune and 
following a familiar cast of characters from the These Violent Delights duet.

 



61 N@GracinhaWrites  

 March 2023 Science Fiction . Space Exploration . LGBTQ+ 

 A heartfelt queer romance in a high noon 
standoff with Earth’s uncertain future.

 FRONTIER FRONTIER
A Heartfelt Queer Romance

 Grace Curtis

 9781529390520 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781529390544 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529390551 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529390537 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Simon & Schuster 

Translation Rights:  
Simon & Schuster

Serial Rights:  
Simon & Schuster

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  Gosforth, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Outside of novels, Grace Curtis mostly makes her living from video games. She’s written for 
magazines like Eurogamer and Edge, and has a wonderful day job at an indie game publisher called 
Future Friends. When not writing she can usually be found up a hill somewhere, climbing or hiking or 
lolling idly in the grass. Frontier is her first book. There will be more!!

 In the distant future, climate change has reduced Earth to a hard-scrabble wasteland. 
Saints and sinners, lawmakers and sheriffs, gunslingers and horse thieves abound. 
Folks are as diverse and divided as they’ve ever been – except in their shared 
suspicions when a stranger comes to town. One night a ship falls from the sky, 
bringing the planet’s first visitor in 300 years. She’s armed, she’s scared . . . and she’s 
looking for someone.

 



62 #TheCurator owen-king.com 

 March 2023 Fantasy . Classic Horror & Ghost Stories

 ‘Half fairy tale and half historical 
account of a revolution that never 
was . . . full of sly humor, sensuality, 
and strangeness’ Holly Black

 THE CURATOR THE CURATOR
From the Sunday Times Bestselling 
Author, a Dickensian Fantasy of 
Illusion, Darkness and Charm

  Owen King

 9781399715089 • £16.99  
Royal Hardback • 480pp

eBook: 9781399715102 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399715119 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399715096 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Scribner

Translation Rights:  
Jenny Meyer Literary Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in New York, USA.

 Owen King is the author of the novel Double Feature and We’re All in This Together: A Novella and 
Stories. He is the co-author of Sleeping Beauties and Intro to Alien Invasion and the co-editor of Who 
Can Save Us Now? Brand-New Superheroes and Their Amazing (Short) Stories. He lives in upstate 
New York with his family.

 At first glance, the world has not changed: the trams, the grand hotels, the cafes 
abuzz with conversation. Yet it only takes a spark to ignite a revolution. Dora, a maid, 
finds herself free to investigate what her brother may have seen at the Institute for 
Psychical Research before he died. But it is another establishment she is given to 
look after, The National Museum of the Worker. This forgotten edifice is occupied 
by waxworks of disturbingly lifelike figures. As the revolution unleashes terrifying 
darkness, Dora’s search for the truth unravels a conspiracy and brings her to the 
edge of worlds.

 

© Anne Raft photography



63 N@tjbentonwalker P@icecreamvicelord  tjbentonwalker.com

 April 2023 Young Adult Fantasy . Contemporary . Wizards & Witches

 YA contemporary fantasy, as two 
magical teens seek to uncover their 
families’ grim secrets.

 BLOOD DEBTS BLOOD DEBTS
 Riveting. Unflinching. Powerful.

 Terry J Benton-Walker

 9781399715874 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781399715898 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399715904 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399715881 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Macmillan

Translation Rights:  
Macmillan

Serial Rights:  
Macmillan

Publicity contact: Laura Bartholomew

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  Mableton, GA, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Terry J Benton-Walker grew up in rural Georgia and holds a Bachelor’s degree in Industrial 
Engineering from Georgia Tech and a Master’s in Business Administration from Georgia State. He 
lives in Atlanta with his husband and son. When he’s not writing, he can be found gaming, eating ice 
cream, or both.

 Thirty years ago, a young woman was murdered, a family was lynched, and New 
Orleans saw the greatest magical massacre in its history. In the days that followed, a 
throne was stolen from a queen. On the anniversary of these brutal events, Clement 
and Cristina Trudeau – twin heirs to the powerful, magical, dethroned family – are 
mourning their father and caring for their sick mother. Until, by chance, they discover 
their mother isn’t sick – she’s cursed. Cursed by someone on the very magic council 
their family used to rule. Someone who will come for them next.

 

© Derek Blanks with CrowdMGT



64  N@LR_Lam P@lr_lam  

 May 2023 Fantasy . Dragons & Mythical Creatures . Epic Fantasy 

 Book one in an epic fantasy trilogy!

 DRAGONFALL DRAGONFALL
 From Sunday Times bestselling  
author Laura Lam!

 L.R. Lam

 9781399715485 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781399715508 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399715515 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399715492 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Penguin Random House

Translation Rights:  
Penguin Random House

Serial Rights:  
Penguin Random House

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  Edinburgh, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Originally from sunny California, Laura Lam now lives in cloudy Scotland. Lam is a Sunday Times 
bestselling author whose work includes the near-future space thriller, Goldilocks, feminist space opera 
Seven Devils, BBC Radio 2 Book Club selection False Hearts, the companion novel Shattered Minds, 
and the award-winning Micah Grey series: Pantomime, Shadowplay and Masquerade. Lam lectures 
part-time at Edinburgh Napier University on the Creative Writing MA.

 Long ago, humans betrayed dragons, banishing them to a dying world. Thief Arcady 
scrapes a living on the streets. Desperate, Arcady steals a powerful artefact that holds 
the key to a new life. The spell connects to Everen, the last male dragon foretold to 
save his kind, dragging him through the Veil. Disguised as a human, Everen soon 
learns that to regain his true power and form and fulfil his destiny, he only needs to 
convince one little thief to trust him enough to bond – and then kill them.

 



65 N@thechloegong P@thechloegong  thechloegong.com 

 May 2023 Fantasy . Contemporary . Action & Adventure 

 Fantasy retelling inspired by 
Shakespeare’s Anthony and Cleopatra.

 IMMORTAL LONGINGS IMMORTAL LONGINGS
 Number One Sunday Times bestselling author 
Chloe Gong’s adult epic fantasy debut

 Chloe Gong

 9781399700429 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781399700443 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399700450 • £21.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Simon & Schuster

Translation Rights: Simon & Schuster

Serial Rights: Simon & Schuster

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  New York, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Chloe Gong is the New York Times bestselling author of These Violent Delights and its sequel Our 
Violent Ends. She is a recent graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, where she double-majored in 
English and International Relations. Born in Shanghai and raised in Auckland, New Zealand, Chloe is 
now located in New York pretending to be a real adult.

 Each year in San-Er, the palace hosts a set of games. Competitors fight for 
unimaginable riches. Princess Calla Tuoleimi has been in hiding for five years, since 
the massacre that killed her parents. The palace trained her to be a fierce warrior, and 
now, she plans to finish the job of destroying it. The last person standing in the games 
will receive an audience with the reclusive King Kasa, and she will stop at nothing 
to win and use the opportunity to assassinate him. Calla finds both an unexpected 
alliance with Anton and help from King Kasa’s own son, August. 

 



66  N@Pierce_Brown M PierceBrownAuthor piercebrownofficial  piercebrown.com 

 May 2023 Science Fiction . Action & Adventure . Space Opera 

 The next thrilling novel in the New York 
Times bestselling Red Rising series.

 LIGHT BRINGER LIGHT BRINGER
 A Red Rising Novel

 Pierce Brown

 9781473646803 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473646797 • £20.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473646810 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Penguin Random House

Translation Rights:  
Penguin Random House

Serial Rights: Penguin Random House

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  California, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Pierce Brown spent his childhood building forts and setting traps. While trying to make it as a writer, 
he worked as a manager of social media at a startup tech company and gave sleep deprivation a new 
meaning during his stint as an aide on a US Senate campaign. Now he lives in Los Angeles, where he 
scribbles tales of spaceships, wizards, ghouls, and most things old or bizarre. 

The Reaper is a legend, more myth than man: the saviour of worlds, the leader of 
the Rising, the breaker of chains. But the Reaper is also Darrow, born of the red 
soil of Mars: a husband, a father, a friend. The worlds once needed the Reaper. But 
now they need Darrow. Because after the dark age will come a new age: of light, of 
victory, of hope. 

 



67 N@m.w.turner meganwhalenturner.org

 May 2023 Young Adult Fantasy . Epic Fantasy . Witches & Wizards 

 Eugenides faces palace intrigue and 
assassins as he strives to prove himself.

 THE KING OF ATTOLIA THE KING OF ATTOLIA
 The Third Book in the Queen’s Thief Series

 Megan Whalen Turner

 9781529387704 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 432pp

eBook: 9781529387711 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529387759 • £21.99

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: HarperCollins Publishers

Translation Rights:  
HarperCollins Publishers

Serial Rights: HarperCollins Publishers

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  Shaker Heights, OH, 
USA. Author is available for: interview, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Megan Whalen Turner is an award-winning and bestselling author of six standalone novels set 
in the world of the Queen’s Thief. Her books have been awarded the Mythopoeic Prize for Children’s 
Literature, the Los Angeles Times Book Award for Young Adult Literature, a Newbury Honor and a 
Horn Book/Boston Globe Honor. She has twice been shortlisted for the Andre Norton Award.

 Through scheming and outright theft, the Thief of Eddis has become the King of 
Attolia. Eugenides wanted the queen, not the crown, but he finds himself trapped in a 
web of his own making. Despised by his court, and apparently his bride, Eugenides 
ensnares a naïve young guard in the web of intrigue that surrounds him. Struggling to 
find his footing, the guard, Costis, knows he’s a pawn. What he doesn’t know is how 
the king means to play the game . . .

 



68  N@what_eats_owls P@what_eats_owls  margaret-owen.com 

 May 2023 Young Adult Fantasy . Girls & Women

 

  PAINTED DEVILS PAINTED DEVILS
 The Thrilling Sequel to Little Thieves

 Margaret Owen

 9781399702188 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781399702201 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399702218 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399702195 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Macmillan

Translation Rights:  
Macmillan

Serial Rights:  
Macmillan

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  Seattle, WA, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Margaret Owen was born and raised at the end of the Oregon Trail, and now lives and writes in 
Seattle while negotiating a long-term hostage situation with her two monstrous cats. In her free time, 
she enjoys exploring ill-advised travel destinations, drawing a lot of nonsense, and raising money for 
social justice non-profits.

Vanja is on the run – until she tells one too many lies, and accidentally starts a cult . . .
and discovers that the deity she invented might not be so imaginary after all.

 



69 N@EKTwrites M ekthiede P@ektwrites  

 June 2023 Young Adult Fantasy . Contemporary . Monsters

 Her gift can save . . . or it can kill.

 THIS CURSED LIGHT THIS CURSED LIGHT
 The Heart-Pounding Sequel to  
This Vicious Grace

 Emily Thiede

 9781399700160 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399700191 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399700184 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399700177 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Macmillan

Translation Rights:  
Macmillan

Serial Rights:  
Macmillan

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in  Charlottesville, VA, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Emily Thiede is the author of This Vicious Grace. A former schoolteacher, Emily is a creative writing 
instructor and board member for Writer House, a local nonprofit, and a co-host of the Basic Pitches 
podcast. When she isn’t writing, Emily enjoys exploring second-hand bookstores, fostering rescue 
kittens, and getting lost in the woods near her home in central Virginia.

 Six months after Divorando, Alessa is returning from a diplomatic trip, eager to 
embrace her post-battle life and live happily ever after with Dante. But as the ship 
nears shore, a premonition of danger strikes. In their time apart, Dante has physically 
recovered from his brush with death and is grappling with the loss of his ghiotte 
powers. Desperate to regain them, he proposes the pair take a dangerous trip to find 
the long-banished ghiotte – but what they find at their destination could cost them 
each other – or the world.

 

© Jen Fariello
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72  N@justindgregg  justingregg.com 

 January 2023 Popular Science . Evolutionary Psychology . Popular Philosophy

 A myth-busting exposé of intelligence and 
a refreshing way to understand our place 
in the animal kingdom.

 IF NIETZSCHE WERE   IF NIETZSCHE WERE  
A NARWHALA NARWHAL
 What Animal Intelligence Reveals About 
Human Stupidity

 Justin Gregg

 9781399712460 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399712484 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781399712491 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399712507 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Little, Brown, HBGUSA

Translation Rights:  
Writers House

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Nova Scotia, 
Canada. Author is available for: 
interview, features, local events.

 Dr Justin Gregg is a Senior Research Associate with the Dolphin Communication Project and 
Adjunct Professor at St Francis Xavier University. He received his PhD from the School of Psychology 
in Trinity College Dublin. As a science writer, he has written for WSJ, Scientific America, BBC Focus 
and Slate, among others. A regular lecturer on animal minds and cognition, he lives in Nova Scotia 
with his family and chicken, Ghost.

 What if human intelligence is more of a liability than a gift? After all, the animal kingdom, 
in all its diversity, gets by just fine without it. At first glance, human history is full of 
remarkable feats of intelligence, yet human exceptionalism can be a double-edged 
sword. With our unique cognitive prowess comes severe consequences: existential 
angst; violence; discrimination and a tendency towards self-destruction. Gregg highlights 
features seemingly unique to humans – our use of language, our rationality, our moral 
systems, our so-called sophisticated consciousness – and compares them to our animal 
brethren. What emerges is demystifying, remarkable, engaging, and surprisingly upbeat.

 



73 N@jessekgree 

 January 2023  Memoir . Broadway . Theatre 

 The wonderfully funny, candid and 
outrageous memoirs of Broadway 
royalty Mary Rodgers.

 SHY SHY
 The Alarmingly Outspoken Memoirs 
of Mary Rodgers

 Mary Rodgers and Jesse Green

 9781399718516 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 432pp

eBook: 9781399718523 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781399718530 • £25.00

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Macmillan Publishers

Translation Rights: Macmillan Publishers

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Proofs on request

Author (Jesse Green) lives in New York. 
Author is available for: features.

 Mary Rodgers (1931-2014) was an accomplished composer, author, and screenwriter. She was 
the author of the novel Freaky Friday and its 1976 screenplay adaptation, and of several other novels. 
Rodgers also wrote the music for Once Upon a Mattress, which was nominated for a Tony Award for 
Best Musical. She lived in New York City until her death. Jesse Green is the chief theatre critic for The 
New York Times. 

 The New York Times bestselling memoirs of writer and composer Mary Rodgers, 
daughter of composer Richard Rodgers and close friend of Stephen Sondheim and 
Leonard Bernstein. Mary Rodgers was Broadway royalty. With copious annotations, 
contradictions, and interruptions from her collaborator Jesse Green, the chief theatre 
critic of The New York Times, Shy is a memoir of liberation from disapproving parents and 
pervasive sexism, as well as a front row seat to the golden age of Broadway musicals.

 



74  N@charlesdunst  charlesdunst.com 

 February 2023 Political Structures . Totalitarianism . Political Control & Freedoms

 How to strengthen democracy in the face 
of globally rising rates of autocracy.

 DEFEATING THE  DEFEATING THE 
DICTATORSDICTATORS
 How Democracy Can Prevail in the Age  
of the Strongman

 Charles Dunst

 9781399704434 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399704458 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781399704465 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399704441 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Washington DC, 
USA. Author is available for: 
interview, features, local events.

 Charles Dunst is an associate at The Asia Group, a fellow at the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies, and Contributing Editor of American Purpose, Francis Fukuyama’s magazine. 
He has reported and written analysis for the New York Times, the Atlantic, the Washington Post, CNN, 
BBC News and others. A former foreign correspondent, he has reported from Cambodia, Myanmar, 
Vietnam, Israel and the Palestinian territories, Hungary, Romania and others.

 The world is currently experiencing its lowest levels of democracy it has seen in 
over 30 years. While leaders like Orbán disrupt democratic foundations from within, 
autocrats like Xi Jinping and Putin do so from abroad, eroding democratic institutions 
and imperilling democracies that appear increasingly fragile, so much so that some 
increasingly think authoritarianism can deliver them a better life. They’re wrong. 
Autocracy is not the solution – better democracy is. But we have to make the case 
for it, combat institutional rot, and learn from our rivals. Only then can we stand up for 
democratic values around the world.

 



75#ThisWontHurt N@MariekeBigg  

 February 2023 History of Medicine . Social Science . Gender Studies

 The past, present and future of the sexism 
inherent in medicine and medical research 
– and how to change it.

 THIS WON’T HURT THIS WON’T HURT
 How Medicine Fails Women

 Dr Marieke Bigg

 9781529377699 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529377705 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781529377712 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399713368 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact:  
Kimberley Nyamhondera

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Cambridge, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Dr Marieke Bigg holds a PhD in sociology from the University of Cambridge. Her work focuses on 
the role of biological models and biologists in public deliberations on biotechnology and reproductive 
medicine. She also writes fiction that deals with the intersection of art and the female body. Besides 
her writing, she runs writing workshops, lectures, and collaborates with scientists and artists to 
produce exhibitions that conjure new social worlds.

 The idea that medicine is gender-neutral is a myth. From the way pain is felt, to how 
heart attacks are diagnosed, to the role society plays in health, the medical landscape 
in place today is one that was designed for, and by, men. Throughout history, flawed 
mindsets have paved the way for sub-par treatment, and the prevailing attitudes 
today have had terrible repercussions for women. Blending fascinating examples with 
historical and cultural context, while reflecting on her own experience, Dr Marieke Bigg 
explores how women’s bodies have been ignored, misunderstood and misdiagnosed, 
while keeping an eye to a better future.

 



76  N@RomaTheEngineer Romatheengineer.com 

 March 2023 Engineering . Inventions & Inventors . General & World History

 An ambitious, accessible book exploring 
how seven simple engineering inventions 
shaped our world.

 NUTS AND BOLTS NUTS AND BOLTS
 Seven Small Inventions That Changed the 
World (in a Big Way)

 Roma Agrawal

 9781529340075 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529340099 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781529340105 • £25.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529340082 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
W W. Norton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, NW6, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Roma Agrawal is an engineer best known for working on the design of The Shard. She studied 
at Imperial College London and has an MA in Physics from Oxford. Roma has given lectures to 
thousands at universities, schools and organisations and has also presented numerous TV shows for 
the BBC, C4 and Discovery. She was appointed an MBE in 2018 for services to engineering.

 The world is engineered. Every single human-made object on our planet – every 
skyscraper, every smartphone, every paperclip – exists because of engineering. Roma 
Agrawal traces modern innovations back to their origins, to seven building-blocks of 
engineering that underpin our lives: the nail, spring, wheel, lens, magnet, string and 
pump. Each chapter tells the story of one of these decisive inventions, from its discovery 
in antiquity to its myriad modern applications: how Roman nails enabled skyscrapers; 
how rudimentary springs inspired batteries. Even the most sophisticated items are built 
on the foundations of these seven ancient, fundamental engineering breakthroughs.
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 March  2023 Current Affairs . Military History . Middle East 

The harrowing true story of Operation 
Pitting and the Kabul airlift.

 ESCAPE FROM KABUL ESCAPE FROM KABUL
 The True Story of Operation Pitting

 Levison Wood & Geraint Jones

 9781399718127 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399718110 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781399718134 • £21.99

Royal Trade paperback: 
9781399718141 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World ex USA and Canada

US Rights: Jo Cantello, Wolfsong Media

Translation Rights:  
Jo Cantello, Wolfsong Media

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
events and signings to be confirmed.

 Levison Wood is an award-winning author of ten books, including several Sunday Times bestsellers. 
He fought in Afghanistan with the Parachute Regiment and continues to serve as a Reservist Officer. 
Geraint Jones is an author and military historian who served as an infantry soldier in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. His war memoir Brothers in Arms was published in 2019, and his co-written account No 
Way Out was a Sunday Times bestseller. 

 Afghanistan, August 2021. As the clock ticks down to a total Allied withdrawal and 
the Taliban go door to door to execute ‘collaborators’, a small, semi-official force of 
allied Paratroopers and Marines set about evacuating as many Afghans and their 
families as possible. Drawing on a wide range of first-hand accounts – the politicians 
and officers who planned the trans-continental rescue, the young soldiers who were 
faced with the unenviable task of keeping a crowd of thousands of desperate people 
at bay, former interpreters and soldiers of the Afghan Special Forces who made it out 
– Escape from Kabul is the true story of the withdrawal from Afghanistan. 
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 March 2023 Economics . Finance . Business

 An exposé of the billionaires who 
built the US economy, and the virus 
that saw it crumble.

 CRASH LANDING CRASH LANDING
 The Inside Story of How the World’s 
Biggest Companies Survived an 
Economy on the Brink

   Liz Hoffman

 9781529355734 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 240pp

eBook: 9781529355741 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529355758 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529355727 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can

US Rights: Penguin Random House

Translation Rights:  
Penguin Random House

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact:  
Kimberley Nyamhondera

Author lives in New York, USA. 
Author is available for: features.

 Liz Hoffman is a reporter for the Wall Street Journal in New York, where she covers business and 
finance. She’s covered some of the biggest deals of the last decade, breaking key stories and, more 
recently, covering the pandemic. Liz graduated from Tufts University and has a master’s degree from 
the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University.

 A kaleidoscopic account of the financial carnage of the COVID-19 pandemic, from a 
leading Wall Street Journal reporter. Liz Hoffman takes readers behind the scenes of 
an unprecedented period of global economic turmoil and pulls back the curtain on the 
most violent few months in the modern global economy. Featuring original interviews 
with the people responsible for the economy, and in charge of making sure it survives, 
Crash Landing gives you the inside scoop, and answers the most important question 
of today: will this remarkable time give rise to newfound resilience, or become just 
another costly mistake to be forgotten?
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 May 2023 History . Biography . Royal Biography

 One of the most extraordinary mother 
and daughter stories of all time – Anne 
Boleyn, the most famous of Henry VIII’s 
wives, and her daughter Elizabeth, the 
‘Virgin Queen’.

 ANNE BOLEYN AND  ANNE BOLEYN AND 
ELIZABETH IELIZABETH I
 The Mother and Daughter Who  
Changed History

 Tracy Borman

 9781399705080 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399705097 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781399705103 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399705073 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, Can

US Rights: Grove Atlantic

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Author lives in Surrey, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events, 
events and signings to be confirmed.

 Tracy Borman is joint Chief Curator of Historic Royal Palaces and Chief Executive of the Heritage 
Education Trust. She studied and taught History at the University of Hull and was awarded a PhD in 
1997. Tracy is the author of a number of highly acclaimed books, most recently Crown & Sceptre. Tracy 
is also a regular broadcaster and public speaker, giving talks on her books across the UK and abroad.

 Anne Boleyn is a subject of enduring fascination. By far the most famous of Henry VIII’s 
six wives, she is the subject of intense debate even today. Elizabeth was two years 
old when her mother was executed, and it is often assumed that her mother exerted 
little influence over her. But this is both inaccurate and misleading. Piecing together 
evidence from original documents and artefacts, this book tells the story of Anne 
Boleyn’s relationship with, and influence over, her daughter Elizabeth. In so doing, it 
sheds new light on two of the most famous and controversial women in history.
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 April 2023 Technology . Inventions . Electronics

 A gripping look at the rise of the 
microchip and the global battle for 
technological dominance.

 STRONG ARM STRONG ARM
  James Ashton

 9781529394054 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529394078 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781529394085 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529394061 • £16.99

Most recent title:  
THE NINE TYPES OF LEADER and 
FTSE: THE INSIDE STORY

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Sample spreads available on request 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 James Ashton has been Executive Editor and City Editor of the London Evening Standard and 
Independent and City Editor of The Sunday Times. He writes regularly about business for The Times 
and the Telegraph and hosts his own podcast, ‘Leading with James Ashton’, on which leaders from 
the worlds of business, charity, arts and sports discuss their careers.

 A big source of tension between the US and China is technology, and at the heart of 
this battle there is one very small, crucial component: the microchip, and the company 
that dominates the microchip market. This company is ARM Holdings. Founded in 
Cambridge, ARM is a real British tech success story, currently caught in the middle of 
a war for control on microchips because whoever controls ARM, controls microchips. 
Strong Arm describes the titanic power struggle for control of the microchip – told 
through the story of a British startup that is essential for global dominance. 
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 April 2023 British History . Ancient History . Archaeology

 An original, revelatory, enthralling history 
of how Queen Boudica led the greatest 
rebellion Britain has ever seen.

 ECHOLANDS ECHOLANDS
 A Journey in Search of Boudica

   Duncan Mackay

 9781399714112 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781399714129 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781399714136 • £21.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Jim Gill at United Agents

Translation Rights:  
Jim Gill at United Agents

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Author lives in Norwich. Author is 
available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events, 
events and signings to be confirmed.

 Duncan Mackay has worked in professional archaeology for nearly two decades, excavating sites 
across Britain and Europe. From 1996 to 2007 he worked for the University of Cambridge field unit, 
directing many excavations and large-scale landscape evaluation projects. He now lives in the heart 
of Boudica’s old tribal territory with his wife, son and black labrador. Echolands is his first solo book.

 In Echolands, archaeologist Duncan Mackay brings the year AD60 to life. A native 
of East Anglia, Duncan has been searching for Boudica and for answers about her 
rebellion since childhood. Where others simply look at a landscape, he reads the 
ground like a story or a poem, and, through reading the landscape (or townscape) 
and the physical clues the ground offers up, brings Britannia in that year alive. Marry 
that to Duncan’s deep knowledge, and a profound rootedness in the land and the 
territory, and Echolands becomes almost as much a piece of psychogeography as 
history and storytelling. 

 

© Clare Beadsmoore
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 April 2023 General History . World History . Antique Clocks

 An intricate and personal history of 
watches and time, told by an extraordinary 
watchmaker and historian. 

 HANDS OF TIME HANDS OF TIME
A Watchmaker’s History

 Rebecca Struthers

 9781529339031 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529339017 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781529339024 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529339000 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: HarperCollins

Translation Rights:  
David Godwin

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Author lives in Birmingham, UK. 
Author is available for: events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Rebecca Struthers is the most relevantly qualified watchmaker in British history, the first practitioner 
in her field to earn a PhD in Horology. A multi-award-winning watchmaker, designer and historian, 
Struthers co-founded her own workshop at the age of 26 with her husband and fellow watchmaker. 
They use heritage machines and equipment combined with traditional artisan techniques to restore 
antiquarian pieces and craft their own bespoke watches.

 In Hands of Time watchmaker and historian Rebecca Struthers welcomes us into 
the hidden world of watchmaking, offering a personal history of watches that spans 
centuries and continents. From her workshop bench, Rebecca explores the ways in 
which timekeeping has indelibly shaped our attitudes to work, leisure, trade, politics, 
exploration and mortality, and introduces us to some extraordinary and treasured 
devices, each with their own story to tell . . .
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 May 2023 Memoir . Politics

The inspiring East End growing 
up memoir by leading Labour MP 
Wes Streeting.

 ONE BOY, TWO BILLS  ONE BOY, TWO BILLS 
AND A FRY UPAND A FRY UP
A Memoir of Growing Up and Getting On

  Wes Streeting

 9781399710107 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399710114 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781399710121 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Author lives in London UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Wes Streeting began his political vocation as President of the NUS and worked as Head of 
Education at Stonewall. A stint in local government then saw him elected as an MP in 2015. He was 
promoted to Shadow Health Secretary at the end of 2021. 

Wes Streeting’s life might have ended up in prison rather than parliament. His 
grandfather Bill spent time behind bars, as did his grandmother. Brought up on a 
Stepney council estate, the young Wes saw his parents struggle to provide for him 
and put food on the table. He vividly describes the help and inspiration he received 
from the great characters that surrounded him, especially his other grandfather called 
Bill, which ultimately set him on the way to Cambridge and then Parliament. Wes is 
now the Labour Shadow Health Secretary.
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May 2023 Social Media . Business . Technology

 Whistleblower Frances Haugen’s exposé of 
the internal workings of Facebook.

EVERY CHOICE MATTERSEVERY CHOICE MATTERS
Frances Haugen

 9781399708319 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781399708333 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781399708340 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399708326 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU, ex Asia

US Rights: Hachette Book Group

Translation Rights:  
Hachette Book Group

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Frances Haugen is an American data engineer and scientist, and whistleblower. A graduate of 
the Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering and Harvard Business School, she worked at Google, 
Yelp, and Pinterest before joining Facebook in 2019 and working in its civic integrity department. 
In the spring of 2021, she disclosed tens of thousands of internal documents to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and the Wall Street Journal, revealing Facebook’s awareness and complicity in 
radicalization and political violence around the world.

 In September 2021, the Wall Street Journal released the Facebook Files – a huge 
cache of information looking at the immoral practices of Facebook. The person 
responsible for revealing these was Frances Haugen. The book will tell her personal 
story – about her career and the moments that led to her becoming a whistleblower 
– as well as looking more into the files that she released and how we can have a 
different relationship with tech.
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 May 2023 History . Archaeology . World History

 A thrilling and adventurous new journey 
through the most fascinating archaeological 
finds of all time. 

 X MARKS THE SPOT X MARKS THE SPOT
  Michael Scott

 9781529367768 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529367782 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781529367843 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529367775 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Author lives in Warwick, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events, 
events and signings to be confirmed.

 Michael Scott is Professor of Classics and Ancient History at the University of Warwick. He is the 
author of several books on the ancient Mediterranean world as well as ancient global history and 
has written and presented a range of TV and radio documentaries for National Geographic, History 
Channel, ITV and the BBC, including Invisible Cities.

 In X Marks the Spot, Professor Michael Scott takes us on an exhilarating tour of the 
world’s greatest archaeological discoveries, from enchanting objects and underwater 
shipwrecks to entire cities in the clouds. Scott uncovers eight spectacular finds, 
crossing millions of years, and trekking through the jungles of South America and the 
frozen highlands of Central Asia. We meet the men and women, some celebrated 
and some forgotten, who uncovered these treasures and whose stories are intimately 
intertwined with the geo-political forces that shaped the modern world.

 

© Jonathan Coates
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June 2023 History . Royalty . Biography

The fascinating story of the last years 
of Edwardian Britain and how the 
death of Edward VII sent shockwaves 
through the country. 

 THE KING IS DEAD,  THE KING IS DEAD, 
LONG LIVE THE KING!LONG LIVE THE KING!
  Martin Williams

 9781529383317 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529383324 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781529383331 • £21.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

 Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SW15, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Martin Williams is a social, art and fashion historian. He has worked at Christie’s, Sotheby’s 
Institute of Art and Bonhams and he is a regular contributor to Country Life.

 Martin Williams charts the story of the watershed period of tension and transition that 
came with the death of Edward VII, vividly narrating some of the most fascinating 
moments of the years before and after the King’s death, and the wave of intense, 
ritualised mourning that it produced. He shows how the nation over which The King 
had reigned now stood at a crossroads. Behind lay an age many regarded as golden 
– ahead lay uncertainty, dissolution and chaos. The King is Dead, Long Live the King! 
is the story of this unique moment in time and of the personalities it helped to define.
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 June  2023 Autobiography & Biography . Politics . Self Help 

A fascinating investigation into the value 
of difference and an inspiring blueprint for 
outsiders everywhere.

 THE POWER OF   THE POWER OF  
THE OUTSIDERTHE OUTSIDER
 A Journey of Discovery

 Samuel Kasumu

 9781529396911 • £20 
Royal Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781529396959 • £20

Audio download:  
9781529396966 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529396928 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Maya Conway

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
events and signings to be confirmed.

 Samuel Kasumu is an award-winning social entrepreneur, commentator, and strategist. Until 
his resignation in April 2021, he was the most senior Black advisor in government and served as 
Special Advisor to Boris Johnson on the Civil Society and Communities brief. Samuel is the founder 
of Inclusive Boards and has been involved in a number of initiatives to support the progression of 
Briton’s black and minority ethnic population.

Samuel Kasumu was the most senior Black advisor in Boris Johnson’s government, 
until he resigned in April 2021. Throughout his time there Samuel became aware 
that he was an outsider – that his own experiences, assumptions and language 
were different to many of those he was surrounded by. Drawing on his experiences 
in government, growing up and beyond, as well as the stories of other outsiders, 
Samuel shows how outsiders are more likely to be trailblazers and break barriers, how 
they have a greater sense of perspective and progress and how our differences can 
be a force for good – in politics and beyond. 

 

© Lewis Patrick
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 June 2023 Popular Science . Sea Life & the Seashore . Biology

 A marine behavioural ecologist’s 
riveting account of his decades-long 
obsession with the octopus.

 MANY THINGS   MANY THINGS  
UNDER A ROCKUNDER A ROCK
 The Mysteries of Octopuses

 Dr David Scheel

 9781529392609 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529392623 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781529392630 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529392616 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: W W. Norton

Translation Rights:  
Mary Evans Inc

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Author lives in Alaska, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Dr David Scheel is a Professor of Marine Biology and director of the Alaska Pacific University 
Aquarium Lab. In addition to his 25 years of research into the behaviour of ecology of octopuses in 
and around Alaska, his fieldwork has brought him to Yellowstone National Park, Serengeti National 
Park and underwater in French Polynesia, Madagascar and Australia. He starred, with Heidi the 
Octopus, in PBS’s Octopus: Making Contact.

 Of all the creatures of the deep blue, none has captivated us as much as the octopus. 
Boneless, slimy, and clever masters of disguise, octopuses infiltrate our imaginations 
and assume many roles: mythic monster or artistic muse, elusive subject of inquiry, 
and shape-shifting mist. Through these mysteries, Scheel explores the amazing 
new understanding of octopuses that has been developing over the past 30 years, 
weaving together accounts of his own surprising encounters, as well as remarkable 
octopus stories and legends of indigenous peoples that explain our complicated 
relationship with these creatures over centuries.
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 June 2023 Popular Science . Human Biology . Microbiology

 The untold story of the most abundant 
form of life on Earth, and how they play a 
crucial role in our lives, our health and the 
health of our planet.

 THE GOOD VIRUS THE GOOD VIRUS
 The Forgotten History of a Remarkable Cure

 Tom Ireland

 9781529365245 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529365269 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781529365276 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529365252 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
W W. Norton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact:  
Kimberley Nyamhondera

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Hertfordshire, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Tom Ireland is a science journalist and award-winning magazine editor. Tom’s passion for all things 
microscopic began with hiding jars of mouldy food around the house as a child. From microbes 
to mental health, biohacking to bioethics, Tom has written for numerous outlets including BBC 
News, New Scientist and the Observer, has been editor of The Biologist since 2013 and is Head of 
Publications at the Royal Society of Biology.

 Bacteriophages (phages) are by far the most numerous organisms on the planet. 
Invisible to the human eye, their impact on our lives is enormous. The Good Virus is 
a celebration of this under-appreciated life form and its peculiar history from Stalin’s 
secret phage labs to today’s ‘phage explorers’ searching oceans and volcanoes 
for these tiny organisms.Tom Ireland takes us around the world to uncover the 
remarkable story of the trillions of friendly phages that surround us, exploring how 
they can cure the deadliest of diseases, and play a foundational role in the greatest 
scientific breakthroughs of our time.

 

© Tom Ireland
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 January 2023 Humour . Wellness . Health 

 An in-depth and entertaining exploration 
of wellness trends.

 WELLMANIA WELLMANIA
 Misadventures in the Search for Wellness

   Brigid Delaney

9781399718271 • £10.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399718257 • £10.99

  

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex ANZ

US Rights: Greystone Books

Translation Rights: Black Inc Books

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Byron Bay, Australia. 
Author is available for: events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Brigid Delaney is a senior writer for Guardian Australia. She previously worked as a lawyer and 
journalist at the Sydney Morning Herald, the Telegraph (London), ninemsn and CNN. She is the 
author of Wellmania, This Restless Life, Wild Things and Reasons Not to Worry. She lives in Byron Bay, 
Australia.

 What does wellness even mean? Does any of this stuff work? Is there any science 
behind it? Feeling exhausted and a bit stressed, journalist Brigid Delaney decides to 
find out – using herself as the guinea pig. Starting with a brutal 101-day fast, Brigid 
tests the things that are meant to make us well, and sorts through what works and 
what is just expensive hype. She asks: what does this obsession say about us? Is 
total wellness possible, or even desirable? Where’s the fun in it all? And why do you 
smell so bad when you haven’t eaten in seven days?
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 March 2023 Contemporary Fiction . Romance

 The new novel from the RNA shortlisted 
author of That Jewish Thing.

 THE RIGHT  THE RIGHT 
WAVELENGTHWAVELENGTH
 Sometimes you need to find yourself before 
you’re ready to find The One

   Amber Crewe

 9781529366938 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529366945 • £8.99

Most recent title:  
THAT JEWISH THING

Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: Bryony Woods, Diamond 
Kahn & Woods Literary Agency 

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in London, UK. 
Author is available for: events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Amber Crewe is the alter-ego of Nicole Burstein, who lives in North London with her family and 
multiple bichons frises. In the past, Nicole has worked as a gallery attendant at the Natural History 
Museum and bookseller for Waterstones, and used to present the traffic and travel news on various 
radio stations including LBC and local BBC Radio. She completed her Creative Writing Masters with 
Birkbeck College in 2011. 

 Lorna has everything sorted. A cool job in radio, plenty of friends. Anyone would be 
happy to attend their school reunion with the kind of glow-up she’s had. And this new 
Lorna is 100% over her teenage crush on Finn . . . but Lorna knows she’s trying too 
hard. Everything is so much more difficult for her than it seems to be for others. She’s 
sure something is wrong with her, she just needs to figure out what that is – and fast, 
now that Finn is back in her life and she’s got a chance of getting everything she’s 
dreamed of.

 

© Nicole Burstein
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 April 2023 Memoir . Family 

 With foreword by Reese Witherspoon.

 HONEY, BABY, MINE HONEY, BABY, MINE
 Personal Conversations on Love, Life, 
Success and Everything In Between

Laura Dern &    Diane Ladd 

9781399718288 • £22.00 
Royal Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781399718301 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781399718318 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399718295 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Grand Central  
Publishing, HBG

Translation Rights: Rachel Clements, 
Abner Stein 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Advance book proofs available on request

Authors live in Los Angeles, USA. 
Authors are available for: events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Laura Dern is an actress, producer and filmmaker. She has received numerous accolades including the 
Academy Award, Golden Globe, SAG Award, Critics’ Choice Award and the BAFTA Award. Dern serves 
on the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences’ Board of Governors. Diane Ladd, actress/writer/
director/author, is a winner of over 57 international awards including The British Academy Award, Golden 
Globe Award, Independent Spirit Film Award and the Cannes Palme d’or Award.

 When a doctor prescribed long walks to build back Diane’s strength after a sudden 
illness, Laura and Diane began taking daily strolls together. The conversations the two 
women shared broke down the traditional barriers between mothers and daughters 
– with topics ranging from ambition and legacy to intimacy and marriage, nothing 
was off limits. By the time Diane was healed they had covered tremendous ground 
and formed a true friendship. The result is a testament to the intimacy that can be 
achieved when we are brave enough to speak our truths to those we love most. 
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 April 2023 Memoirs . Autobiography . Art

 From the internationally bestselling 
author of Lullaby and Adèle comes a 
stunning meditation on art and life.

 THE SCENT OF FLOWERS  THE SCENT OF FLOWERS 
AT NIGHTAT NIGHT
  Leïla Slimani 
Translated by Sam Taylor

 9781529399653 • £14.99 
B format Hardback • 160pp

eBook: 9781529399646 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529399660 • £21.99

Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, Can

US Rights: Editions Stock

Translation Rights: Editions Stock

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Paris, France. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Leïla Slimani is the first Moroccan woman to win France’s most prestigious literary prize, the Prix 
Goncourt, which she won for Lullaby. A journalist and frequent commentator on women’s and human 
rights, she is French president Emmanuel Macron’s personal representative for the promotion of the 
French language and culture. Born in Rabat, Morocco, in 1981, she lives in Paris with her French 
husband and their two young children.

 Over one night, alone in the Punta della Dogana Museum in Venice, Leïla Slimani 
grapples with the self as it is revealed in solitude. In a place of old and new, she 
confronts her past and her present, through her life as a Moroccan woman, as a 
writer, and as a daughter. Surrounded by art, she explores what it means to behold 
and clasp beauty; enveloped by night, she confronts the meaning of life and death.

 



96  N@natashacarthew  

 April 2023 Memoirs . Prose: Non-Fiction . Poverty & Unemployment

 A powerful exploration of rural poverty 
from the founder of the Working Class 
Writers Festival.

 UNDERCURRENT UNDERCURRENT
 A Cornish Memoir of Poverty, Nature 
and Resilience

 Natasha Carthew

 9781399706476 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399706490 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399706506 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399706483 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Blake Friedmann

Translation Rights:  
Blake Friedmann

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Cornwall, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Natasha Carthew is a working class writer and poet from Cornwall. She is the author of eight 
books and is the Founder and Artistic Director of the Working Class Writers Festival. She has written 
extensively on the subject of how authentic rural working class voices are represented in fiction for ITV, 
the BBC, the Guardian, the Bookseller, Book Brunch, The Big Issue and The Economist.

 Natasha Carthew grew up in rural poverty in Cornwall, existing alongside wealth, 
privilege and expensive second homes. In the rockpools and hedgerows of the 
natural world, Natasha found solace in the beauty of the landscape, and in the 
mobile library she found her means of escape. Undercurrent is part-memoir, part-
investigation, part love-letter to Cornwall. It is a vivid, powerful exploration of rural 
poverty, and the often devastating impact of living without the means or support to 
build a future. 

 



97 N@littlegaudy subhadradas.com 

 May 2023 Social & Political Philosophy . General & World History

 Many core values of Western civilisation 
are a given – but is the West really as 
original and ‘civilised’ as we think? 

 (UN)CIVILISED (UN)CIVILISED
 10 Lies That Made the West

 Subhadra Das

 9781399704359 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399704373 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781399704380 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399704366 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, Can

US Rights: David Higham Associates

Translation Rights:  
David Higham Associates

Serial Rights:  
David Higham Associates

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, W4, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Subhadra Das is a writer, historian, broadcaster and comedian who specialises in the history of 
scientific racism and eugenics. She was previously Curator of the Science Collections at UCL, where 
she was also Researcher in Critical Eugenics at the Sarah Parker Remond Centre for the Study of 
Racism and Racialisation. She has written and presented podcasts and stand-up comedy shows, 
curated museum exhibitions, and regularly appears on radio and TV.

 Most ideas that form Western civilisation are just that – ideas. Taking cues from Greek 
philosophy and honed in the Enlightenment, certain notions about humanity grew 
into the tenets we still live by today. But isn’t it time we asked who really benefits from 
the values at the core of our society? Taking ten values of Western civilisation in turn, 
Un(civilised) will examine their roots, how they developed, and how they’ve impacted 
the way we live, asking readers to open their eyes to the why behind how they think 
the world works.

 



98 #TheTidalYear N@freyabromley P@freybromley  freyabromley.com

 May 2023 Nature . Memoir . Death, Grief And Loss

 A candid and tender exploration of 
love, female rage and sisterhood in 
the modern age.

 THE TIDAL YEAR THE TIDAL YEAR
 A Memoir on Grief, Swimming and Sisterhood

 Freya Bromley

 9781399709675 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399709699 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399709682 • £21.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Bell Lomax Moreton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact:  
Kimberley Nyamhondera 

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SW2, UK. Author 
is available for: interview; features; 
festival appearances; local events.

 Freya Bromley is a 28-year-old writer, wild swimmer and podcaster from London. On her podcast, 
The Tidal Year, Freya discovers the human stories behind why we swim. Freya’s currently studying on 
the Creative Writing Master of Studies at Cambridge University.

 Freya has been looking for a way to fill the empty space her brother’s death left 
behind. Ready for another distraction, she decides to swim every tidal pool in Britain 
in a year with her friend Miri. As Freya travels further from London, she finds herself 
closer to memories of her brother. With every swim, and every stranger they meet in 
the water, the challenge becomes not just a way to explore the coast, but a journey of 
self-discovery. The Tidal Year is a true story about the healing power of wild swimming 
and the space it creates for reflection, rewilding and hope.

© Liz Seabrook
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 May 2023 Contemporary Fiction . Family Life Fiction

 The new novel from the Costa Book 
Awards-shortlisted author of  
The Stranding.

 THIS FAMILY THIS FAMILY
Three Sisters. One Special Day. Can the 
Wrongs of the Past Be Forgiven?

 Kate Sawyer

 9781529340716 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529340730 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529340747 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529340723 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE STRANDING

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: RCW

Translation Rights: RCW

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance book proofs available on request 
Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Suffolk, UK. 
Author is available for: events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Kate Sawyer worked as an actor and producer before turning her hand to fiction. She has previously 
written for theatre and short film. Her first novel, The Stranding, won the East Anglian Book Award for 
fiction and was shortlisted for the Costa Book Award. Having lived in South London for the best part of 
two decades, she recently returned to East Anglia, where she now lives with her daughter.

 Splintered in a dozen different ways, Mary’s family must come together for her 
wedding at the home that has been both battleground and sanctuary for them all. 
Could the day see the mending of broken bonds and the healing of bruised hearts, or 
are some things impossible to forgive? Told by a chorus of characters over the course 
of a late summer’s day, this is the story of a family; a family with 40 years’ worth of 
memories of love and loss, hope and joy, heartbreak and grief. It is an exploration of 
the small moments that bring us to where we are, the changes that are brought about 
by time, and what, despite everything, stays the same.

 

© Nick Arthur Daniel
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102 #makemoneyonline N@LisaJCoaching M The Fabulous 5% P@lisajohnsonstrategist V Lisa Johnson lisajohnson.com 

 January 2023 Business Strategy . Entrepreneurship . Personal Growth

 Your no-nonsense guide to passive income.

 MAKE MONEY ONLINE MAKE MONEY ONLINE
 Halve Your Hours, Double Your Earnings  
& Love Your Life 

 Lisa Johnson 

 9781399701921 • £16.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 224pp

eBook: 9781399701938 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399701945 • £21.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight 

Advance proofs available upon request

Author lives in Bedfordshire, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Lisa Johnson is a global business strategist who makes 90% of her money through passive income. 
She took herself from £30,000 of debt to a successful entrepreneur making millions and helping 
thousands of people in just five years. Lisa has a Number One business podcast, Making Money 
Online, which has had over 150,000 downloads. She’s been featured on the BBC’s Women’s Hour, 
and in the Telegraph, Psychologies, the Guardian, Fast Company and Forbes. 

 Are you time-poor but want to be money-rich? Business strategist, entrepreneur, 
Number One podcaster and global speaker Lisa Johnson is here to guide you 
through the world of passive income. Covering everything you need to know from how 
to think of an initial idea, develop it, grow an engaged audience, get into a productive 
groove, launch your product, generate sales and maintain a consistent income from 
your product, Lisa takes you through it all, with lots of guaranteed laughs along the 
way! This will be a book you turn to time and again for motivation, inspiration and 
practical business advice.

 



103#ThePowerOfAwe liveconscious.com  

 January 2023 Popular Psychology . Mind, Body & Spirit . Meditation & Visualisation 

 Introducing the Scientifically Proven  
AWE Method. 

 THE POWER OF AWE THE POWER OF AWE
 Overcome Burnout & Anxiety, Ease Chronic 
Pain, Find Clarity and Purpose – In Less 
Than 1 Minute Per Day 

 Jake Eagle & Dr Michael Amster

 9781399708067 • £16.99  
Royal Trade Paperback • 272pp

eBook: 9781399708074 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399708081 • £21.99 

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU, ex Asia

US Rights: Hachette Go 

Translation Rights: Hachette Go 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou 

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in California, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Jake Eagle, LPC is a psychotherapist and mindfulness instructor. As a licensed mental health 
counsellor, now practising as a meta-therapist, Jake recognises the value of therapy and the 
limitations. His goal has been to mentor people in what is possible beyond therapy.  
Michael Amster, MD is a physician and pain management specialist. He is the director of the pain 
management department at Northbay Healthcare and is a certified yoga and meditation teacher. 

 This is a practical, science-based approach to finding a mindful state using the 
power of AWE. Jake Eagle and Dr Michael Amster have researched and trialled a 
new method of reaching mindfulness through appreciating a moment of AWE. Awe 
can be found in a myriad of ways including taking a moment in nature, appreciating 
art or even while gently meditating and drinking a cup of coffee. Practising AWE only 
takes 5–15 seconds, 2–3 times a day, and can help us manage our mental health and 
reduce chronic pain and improve our relationships.

 



104 #HappyDogHappyYou M verityhardcastle P@verityhardcastle verityhardcastle.com 

 February 2023 Dogs . Self Help . Personal Growth

 Bring out the joyful energy between dogs 
and owners to enhance positive well-being.

 HAPPY DOG, HAPPY YOU  HAPPY DOG, HAPPY YOU 
A Positive Guide to a Joyful Relationship  
with Your Dog 

 Verity Hardcastle 

 9781399702676 • £16.99  
Demy Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781399702683 • £16.99

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan 

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in North Yorkshire, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearance, local events.

 Verity Hardcastle is an award-winning dog groomer from Yorkshire. Prior to becoming a 
professional dog groomer, Verity used to show her Dobermann dog as a hobby. She made her 
television debut on Channel 4’s Crufts and in 2021 she joined the judging panel on BBC 1’s Pooch 
Perfect. She regularly features on Steph’s Packed Lunch and Blue Peter, and has her own podcast, 
Pod on the Dog. 

 Happy Dog, Happy You seeks to put joy and love into a complete health and welfare 
guide to dog ownership. Existing manuals are mostly dry, humourless and lacking in 
the well-being aspect of owning a dog. Verity wants to break this tradition and write 
a book full of love and encouragement. This informative, readable book will promote 
the genuine love between owner and dog and highlight the positive energy that flows 
between you and your pet and leaves both parties happy and content! The book will 
include practical advice that will bring joyful practices into everyday life with your dog.

 



105#PurposefulCuriosity N@candriopoulos P@andriopoulosc andriopoulos.org 

 February 2023 Self Help . Personal Growth . Psychology 

 Push boundaries, make new discoveries 
and find meaning and purpose in your 
own life.

 PURPOSEFUL CURIOSITY  PURPOSEFUL CURIOSITY 
 How Asking the Right Questions Will 
Change Your Life 

 Costas Andriopoulos 

 9781529356236 • £16.99  
Royal Trade Paperback • 272pp

eBook: 9781529356250 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529356267 • £21.99 

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781399707435 • £16.99 

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU, ex Asia 

US Rights: Hachette Books

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton 

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Dr Costas Andriopoulos is a curious innovation and entrepreneurship researcher, passionate 
about teaching and helping founders or leaders make decisions that can improve their lives and 
those of people around them. He is Professor of Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Bayes Business 
School (City, University of London). He is also the Director of Avyssos Advisors Ltd., an innovation 
management consultancy.

 A masterclass in the power of purposeful curiosity to succeed and lead a fulfilled life. 
Dr Costas Andriopoulos has spent the last five years interviewing the most curious 
minds working today, focusing on people who have harnessed their inquisitive minds 
and innovative thinking to achieve great things across a variety of fields. This book is 
packed with practical tools alongside fascinating narrative, including nine essential 
lessons to empower you – whatever your journey – and help you replicate successful 
and purposeful curiosity to reach your goals and thrive. 

 



106 #YoungForever N@drmarkhyman M drmarkhyman P@drmarkhyman VMark Hyman, MD drhyman.com 

 February 2023 Health & Fitness . Longevity . Diet & Nutrition

 The definitive guide for reversing disease, 
easing pain and living longer. 

 YOUNG FOREVER  YOUNG FOREVER 
 The Secrets to Living your Longest,  
Healthiest Life 

 Dr Mark Hyman 

 9781399716307 • £16.99  
Demy Trade Paperback • 272pp

eBook: 9781399716314 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399716321 • £21.99 

Most recent title: THE PEGAN DIET

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU, ex Asia

US Rights: Little, Brown Spark

Translation Rights: Little, Brown Spark

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Cleveland, 
Massachusetts, USA. Author is 
available for: interview, features.

 Dr Mark Hyman is the Senior Advisor for Cleveland Clinic’s Center for Functional Medicine, 
Board President for Clinical Affairs for the Institute for Functional Medicine, founder and Director of 
The UltraWellness Center, and host of the leading health podcast, The Doctor’s Farmacy. He is the 
bestselling author of numerous books, including The Pegan Diet; Food Fix; Food WTF; and Eat Fat, 
Get Thin. 

 Ageing has long been considered a normal process. We think disease, frailty and 
gradual decline are inevitable parts of life. But they’re not. Science today sees ageing 
as a treatable disease. By addressing the root causes of ageing we can not only 
increase our health span and live longer but prevent and reverse the diseases of 
ageing – including heart disease, cancer, diabetes and dementia. In Young Forever, 
Dr Mark Hyman challenges us to reimagine the process of ageing and uncovers the 
secrets to longevity. 
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#Acceptance N@PadraigOMorain M PadraigOMorainMindfulness P@PadraigOMorain  

V Padraig O’Morain padraigomorain.com  

 March 2023 Self Help . Personal Growth . Mindfulness 

 A book to help you accept the truth 
of a negative moment without it 
overwhelming your life. 

 ACCEPTANCE  ACCEPTANCE 
Create Change and Move Forward

 Padraig O’Morain 

 9781399707930 • £14.99  
Demy Paperback • 256pp

eBook: 9781399707947 • £14.99 

Audio download:  
9781399707961 • £21.99 

Most recent title: DAILY CALM

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Emma Knight 

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Dublin, Ireland. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Padraig O’Morain is a psychotherapist, trained counsellor and mindfulness teacher based in 
Dublin with over 25 years’ experience. His previous books are Mindfulness on the Go, Mindfulness for 
Worriers, Kindfulness and Daily Calm. He writes a health column in The Irish Times.

 Acceptance is the superpower we can all access whenever we need it. Anxiety, 
illness, unpleasant encounters with people, low self-esteem, health conditions, 
unhappiness and resentment can eat away at us, but acceptance can give us 
our lives back. Acceptance is about accepting the truth of this moment, without 
resistance. This begins a process that might begin with unhappily acknowledging 
an issue and end with accepting its presence, along with a determination to live your 
life as best you can. The issue becomes part of your life and not your whole life. This 
thoughtful and practical guide will change your life.

 



108 #sacredseasons N@lunar_living_ M Kirsty Gallagher P@Kirsty_gallagher_ kirstygallagher.com 

 March 2023 Mind, Body & Spirit . Nature . Astrology 

 Journey through the seasons and align 
with nature's cycles to live a happier, 
more intentional life.

 SACRED SEASONS SACRED SEASONS
 Living In Alignment With Nature’s Cycles  
& Seasonal Celebrations

 Kirsty Gallagher

 9781399712811 • £16.99 
216x153mm Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781399712828 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399712835 • £21.99

Most recent title:  
CRYSTALS FOR SELF-CARE

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Running Press,  
Hachette Book Group

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Author lives in London, W2, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events, 
events and signings to be confirmed.

 Kirsty Gallagher is a moon mentor, soul alignment and transformation coach, yoga and meditation 
teacher, and bestselling author. She has been sharing the life-changing benefits of the moon for 13 
years through classes and workshops, and has taught over 80 worldwide retreats. Kirsty has shared 
moon magic on the Chris Evans Virgin Breakfast Show and This Morning. She’s been featured in 
publications including YOU Magazine, Women’s Health and Soul and Spirit.

 We live such busy lives and have completely lost touch with nature’s cycles. This is 
a handbook for reconnecting back with nature’s energy, wisdom and a natural way 
of living. It will make you more observant, pausing and taking stock of each season 
and how it’s making you feel so you can take care of yourself all year round. Packed 
with nourishing rituals, practices and Kirsty’s trademark wisdom, Sacred Seasons 
will show you how to draw on inspiration from nature’s events, including the spring 
equinox, the summer solstice, the autumn equinox and Imbolc.

 



109#GuideToMenopause N@drlouisenewson P@Menopause_Doctor newsonhealth.co.uk  

 March 2023 Health & Fitness . Women’s Health . Menopause 

 The medic who kickstarted the 
menopause revolution 

 THE DEFINITIVE  THE DEFINITIVE 
GUIDE TO THE GUIDE TO THE 
PERIMENOPAUSE AND PERIMENOPAUSE AND 
MENOPAUSE MENOPAUSE 
All You Need to Know

 Dr Louise Newson 

 9781399704984 • £18.99  
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781399705004 • £18.99 

Audio download:  
9781399705011 • £21.99 

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Emma Knight 

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Stratford on Avon, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Dr Louise Newson is the UK’s leading menopause specialist and founder of Newson Health (the 
largest menopause clinic in Europe), Balance-app.com and The Menopause Charity. The Dr Louise 
Newson Podcast is regularly Number One in health and in the top five overall. She is the medical expert 
providing menopause support for countless celebrities, including Davina McCall, Holly Willoughby and 
Lorraine Kelly. She is an advisor to NHS England and is the resident menopause expert on This Morning. 

 Menopause affects 51% of the population. Yet, despite increased awareness in recent 
years, so much of the menopause remains a mystery. Here, Dr Louise Newson, the 
UK’s leading menopause specialist, breaks the remaining taboos with the definitive 
guide to the menopause. The book starts with the key facts about hormones and their 
importance to our bodies, before delving into family histories, the pros and cons of 
HRT, what happens to our libido during the transition and other fascinating facts and 
advice about our mental and physical health during these years. With a concluding 
chapter on dealing with the menopause at work – your rights and much more this is 
an indispensable guide that no home can afford to be without.

 



110 #TheKitchenPrescription N@salihacooks M SalihaCooksOfficial P@salihacooks  

 March 2023 Cooking . Diet & Nutrition . Gastroenterology

 Transform your gut health one 
deliciously satisfying bite at a time.

 THE KITCHEN  THE KITCHEN 
PRESCRIPTION PRESCRIPTION 
 101 Delicious Everyday Recipes To 
Revolutionise Your Gut Health

 Dr Saliha Mahmood Ahmed

 9781399706292 • £25.00 
246x189mm Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781399706308

Most recent title: FOODOLOGY

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Mobius 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Watford, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Dr Saliha Mahmood Ahmed is a gastroenterology doctor, winner of MasterChef 2017 and author 
of Foodology and Khazana, which won the Observer Food Monthly Best Cookbook of the Year 2019, 
was shortlisted for the Travel Cookery Book of the Year in the 2019 Edward Stanford Travel Writing 
Awards and was a winner at the Summer Harvest Gourmand World Cookbook Awards 2020.

 Eating well doesn’t equal dull food and deprivation – it should mean eating a 
wonderfully varied, vibrant and exciting range of foods. Dr Saliha Mahmood Ahmed 
draws on her love of good food and expertise as a gastroenterologist in gut health 
to create 101 recipes that are easy to make, incredibly delicious and will keep your 
gut and digestion in tip-top condition. These are family-friendly dishes made for food 
lovers that are cost effective, diverse and backed by credible scientific advice. Gut-
friendly breakfasts, immune-boosting lunches, quick family suppers and a host of 
simple, mostly plant-based dishes make up this colourful collection of recipes.

 



111#TheWellnessTrap N@chr1styharrison N@christyharrisonnutrition P@Chr1styharrison christyharrison.com 

 April 2023 Health & Fitness . Self Help . Dieting 

 Christy Harrison takes a deep dive into the 
murky world of the wellness industry. 

 THE WELLNESS TRAP  THE WELLNESS TRAP 
 Break Free from Diet Culture, 
Disinformation, and Dubious Diagnoses and 
Find Your True Well-Being 

 Christy Harrison 

 9781529388954 • £16.99  
Royal Trade Paperback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529389111 • £16.99 

Audio download:  
9781529389128 • £21.99

Most recent title: ANTI-DIET

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU, ex Asia

US Rights: Litte, Brown Spark

Translation Rights:  
Litte, Brown Spark

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Oliver Martin

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in New York, USA . Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Christy Harrison is a registered dietitian nutritionist, certified intuitive eating counsellor and 
journalist. She is the founder and host of the Food Psych podcast, which has helped tens of 
thousands of people around the world stop dieting, recover from disordered eating and develop 
happier and healthier relationships with food. She is the author of Anti-Diet. 

 The Wellness Trap goes beyond demystifying what’s wrong with the wellness world 
and delves into the persistent, systemic problems of the industry and especially its 
effects on marginalised populations and the social determinants of health. As we 
experience a growing amount of physical and mental-health trauma, society has 
become increasingly vulnerable to bogus ideas about health for which conventional 
medicine lacks satisfying treatments. Weaving together history, memoir, reporting and 
practical advice with a deft hand, Harrison leads the way in a radical re-thinking of 
wellness and provides a roadmap to create a truly health-promoting society.

 



112 #ShiftingTheDials N@AndertonDavies P@rebecca.anderton.davies

 April 2023 Self Help & Personal Development . Success . Careers

How to have a life and a career you love.

 SHIFTING THE DIALS  SHIFTING THE DIALS 
 A New Approach for Success in Work and Life

 Rebecca Anderton-Davies 

 9781399703734 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781399703741 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399703758 • £21.99

Most recent title:  
THE BOOK OF YOGA SELF-PRACTICE

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Rachel Mills Literary

Translation Rights:  
Rachel Mills Literary

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, KT2, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Rebecca Anderton-Davies is an investment banker, yoga practitioner and sometimes teacher, 
author, community builder, wife, and mother of two young sons, based in London. While building her 
successful corporate career, she fell into yoga and she has built two Instagram communities with a 
follower count of nearly 300,000. She published her first book – The Book of Yoga Self-Practice – with 
Yellow Kite in 2020.

 Rebecca Anderton-Davies, one of the youngest female MDs in investment banking, 
mother, yogi and prolific side-hustler, believes that life is made up of many dials 
– your career, family, relationships, friendships, hobbies, to name a few – and at 
different points in life you need to turn your dials up and down in order to stay fulfilled, 
balanced and happy. Shifting the Dials is an innovative guide to having a flexible, 
empowering perspective on working life – not seeing work and life as a simple binary, 
but a series of multi-dimensional and constantly evolving priorities.

 

© Elisabeth Hoff (Hoff Productions Limited)



113#ThePowerOfMess M sc.louriesbutterfliesandpebbles P@butterfliesandpebbles  

 April 2023 Mind, Body & Spirit . Personal Development . Coping with Stress 

 A therapeutic way of approaching the 
difficulties in our lives, working through 
(the messy) aspects to discover a new 
sense of self and freedom. 

 THE POWER OF MESS  THE POWER OF MESS 
 A Guide to Finding Joy and Resilience  
When Life Feels Chaotic

S.C. Lourie 

 9781399709255 • £16.99  
Royal Trade Paperback • 288pp

eBook: 9781399709262 • £16.99 

Audio download:  
9781399709279 • £21.99 

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Graham Maw Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Maya Conway 

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, NW5, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

S.C. Lourie is an advocate who is curious about the human condition and she uses her work and 
interest to facilitate emotional integration and self-healing. She runs journaling and Soul Reset courses 
online as well as selling a successful line of workbooks and stationery through Etsy. Her online 
platform includes poetry and artwork and can be found at at butterfliesandpebbles.com.

 Life can get messy, but it is precisely in these moments that we can find personal 
growth and freedom. In The Power of Mess, Samantha Lourie uses the teachings from 
her Soul Reset courses coupled with her wisdom gleaned from personal experiences 
of strife and upheaval in her own life to offer us a way through and help us to find 
resilience and joy in the process. 

 

© Darrick Neptune
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 April 2023 Health & Fitness . Diseases & Conditions . Chronic Fatigue Syndrome 

 Personal stories and practical solutions 
for those living with Chronic Fatigue 
Syndrome/ME. 

 CHRONIC FATIGUE  CHRONIC FATIGUE 
SYNDROME: YOUR SYNDROME: YOUR 
ROUTE TO RECOVERY ROUTE TO RECOVERY 
 Solutions to Lift the Fog and Light the Way 

 Lauren Windas   

 9781529376555 • £16.99  
Royal Trade Paperback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529376579 • £16.99 

Audio download:  
9781529376586 • £21.99 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in London, SW6, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

Lauren Windas is a nutritional therapist and naturopath, and co-founder of Ardere. She also runs a 
clinical practice working with clients who suffer with CFS/ME and post-viral fatigue-related conditions, 
IBS and digestive concerns, as well as those struggling with their weight or poor relationships with 
food. Lauren has appeared on various health and nutrition podcasts, including The Medicinal Chef’s 
Nutrition Nuggets podcast and CNM’s Natural Health podcast. 

 With over 17 million people worldwide suffering with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, 
Lauren Windas is one of the estimated 250,000 people suffering in the UK. Here, 
she recounts the highs and lows of her own health journey and experiences, while 
providing an evidence base, and contextualising what we know so far about Chronic 
Fatigue Syndrome/ME. In this highly practical and informative book, Lauren shares 
personal anecdotes, clinical expertise, nutritional advice, recipes, lifestyle strategies, 
and support as well as further resources to offer a lifeline for anyone suffering. 

 



115#quitting M julia.keller.writer juliakeller.net 

 April 2023 Personal Growth . Motivational & Inspirational . Stress Management 

 Do you know when to persevere 
and when to quit?

 QUITTING QUITTING
 The Myth of Perseverance and How the New 
Science of Giving Up Can Set You Free

 Julia Keller

 9781399714730 • £16.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 256pp

eBook: 9781399714723 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781399714747 • £21.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU, ex Asia 

US Rights: Balance, Hachette Book 
Group US 

Translation Rights: Balance, Hachette 
Book Group US

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan 

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Ohio, USA. Author is 
available for: interview, features.

 Julia Keller PhD is a Pulitzer Prize-winning writer and journalist who lives in Ohio, USA. She was 
awarded a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard University and has been a contributor on CNN and NBC 
News and a chief book critic at the Chicago Tribune.

 In Quitting, Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Julia Keller dives deep into ‘the neuroscience 
of nope’, as well as the social phenomena that drive our reluctance to throw in the 
towel, to dismantle the myth of perseverance once and for all. Combining reportage 
from the front lines of neuroscience, pop culture and concrete practical advice for not 
just why but when and how to quit, Keller gives readers permission to pull the plug, 
live with intention and shape their own lives without fear and pressure – at work, at 
home, in our relationships and beyond. 

 



116 #regular N@tamaraduker M bloatedbellywhisperer P@Tamarafreuman thebloatedbellywhisperer.com 

 April 2023 Digestive Health . Gastroenterology . IBS 

 An essential guide to irritable bowels, 
constipation and other gut issues.

 REGULAR  REGULAR 
 The Ultimate Guide to Taming Unruly 
Bowels and Achieving Inner Peace 

 Tamara Duker Freuman 

 9781399719445 • £16.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781399719452 • £16.99 

Audio download:  
9781399719469 • £21.99 

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU, ex Asia 

US Rights: Hachette US 

Translation Rights: Hachette US

Serial Rights: Hachette US

Publicity contact: Maya Conway

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in New York, USA 
Author is available for: limited 
author tour on publication.

 Tamara Duker Freuman, (MS, RD, CDN) is an expert in digestive health and medical nutrition therapy 
for gastrointestinal diseases. In addition to her clinical work, Tamara is a high-profile nutrition writer 
known as America’s trusted digestive nutrition expert – her advice is read by hundreds of thousands of 
people each month in publications including US News & World Reports and Yahoo! Health.

 In Regular, Tamara Duker Freuman tackles this less than glamorous topic, and offers 
tailored solutions for the most common and uncommon issues, including irritable 
bowel syndrome, reflux and Coeliac disease. Regular will guide readers to identify 
the specific cause of their irregularity and provide personalized solutions and tips, 
including: questions to take to your next doctor’s visit; tables and charts listing 
problematic foods and suggested alternatives; sample menus and more. 

 



117#StyleChapters N@erica_davies P@erica_davies  

 May 2023 Self Help . Fashion & Style . Self-Esteem 

 How to find a style that works for you, 
wherever you are in life – from style 
influencer and former fashion editor 
Erica Davies.

 STYLE CHAPTERS  STYLE CHAPTERS 
 The Fashion Bible for The Changing You

 Erica Davies 

  9781399710695 • £22.00 
234x170 Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781399710701 • £22.00

Audio download:  
9781399710718 • £21.99 

Most recent title:  
LEOPARD IS A NEUTRAL 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence 

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Essex, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Erica Davies is a former fashion editor who has worked across some of the UK’s biggest-selling 
newspapers and magazines, and the author of Leopard is a Neutral and an award-nominated popular 
blog, The Edited, which started while she was on maternity leave with her second child and has since 
grown into an award-nominated site. Erica has 190,000 followers online and has been named by the 
Sunday Times as one of their top 100 online influencers. 

 Erica Davies knows that clothes can make you feel your best, but what happens when 
life throws your style off course? Erica reveals how to dress the evolving you – from 
creating wardrobe building blocks to dressing for a changing body, from how to find 
your identity after major life upheaval, to attainable buying and styling tips. Grounded 
in her 20 years of experience as a fashion editor and journalist, and with practical 
suggestions (that aren’t prescriptive!) and inspiration for any budget or body, Style 
Chapters is the confidence-boosting fashion bible every woman needs, at every stage 
of her life.

 

© Rekha Damhar



118 #EatWellWithArthritis N@ArthritisFoodie M arthritisfoodie P@arthritisfoodie arthritisfoodie.com 

 May 2023 Cooking . Diseases & Conditions . Health & Healing

 Over 85 delicious recipes and health 
tips from Arthritis Foodie.

 EAT WELL WITH  EAT WELL WITH 
ARTHRITISARTHRITIS
Emily Johnson, Aka Arthritis Foodie,  
is Back With More Recipes and Tips

Emily Johnson

 9781399712453 • £25.00 
246x189mm Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781399712446 • £25.00

Most recent title:  
BEAT ARTHRITIS NATURALLY

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in London, SW15, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Emily Johnson launched the Instagram page @arthritisfoodie in September 2018 after struggling 
with seronegative arthritis for five years. The page has since gained over 20,000 followers, with people 
looking to Emily for inspiration on living healthily with arthritis. Emily also works in marketing, and 
has been a social media influencer for the past three years. Her first book Beat Arthritis Naturally was 
published in 2021.

 In this delightful, fully-illustrated cookbook, Emily shares over 85 brand new recipes, 
created to calm inflammation in the body. Recipes include ‘freezable, prepare in 
advance dishes’, ‘one pan’ meals, ‘fakeaways’ and easy recipes using fewer than 10 
ingredients. Everything including breakfast, lunch, dinner, desserts, snacks, drinks, 
smoothies, sauces, jams and dips – it’s all here. The book is peppered with useful 
advice from an occupational therapist and medical doctor about how to navigate 
cooking and life with chronic pain.

 

© Nassima Rothacker



119#veryhungrygreek M veryhungrygreek P@veryhungrygreek veryhungrygreek.com 

 May 2023 Weight Control Nutrition . Low Fat Diet . Health Eating 

 Christina Kynigos, aka the Very 
Hungry Greek, has found the tastiest 
flavours from around the world and 
worked her low-calorie magic to 
inspire you to cook every day 

 LUNCHES AND DINNERS  LUNCHES AND DINNERS 
BY VERY HUNGRY GREEK BY VERY HUNGRY GREEK 
 100 Delicious Healthy Recipes –  
All Under 500 Calories 

 Christina Kynigos 

 9781399719285 • £22.00  
246x189mm Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781399719292 • £22.00

  Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Alainna Hadjigeorgiou

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Warwickshire, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Christina Kynigos, aka the Very Hungry Greek, is a social media sensation with over 100k followers 
on both Instagram and Tiktok all keen to sample her low-calorie recipes that don’t scrimp on flavour! 
Christina is also the chef for renowned company Food4Thoughts, founded by TV star Scott Thomas, 
which empowers people to live a healthier and happier life. This is Christina’s second cookbook. 

 Who says healthy food has to be boring? Not for the Very Hungry Greek, whose 
search for indulgent food without the calorie count has led to 100 slimming recipes 
that will keep the flavour at the heart of the meal. These soul-satisfying, hearty, healthy 
lunches and dinners are easy to make, all under 500 calories and perfect for those 
wanting to enjoy their favourite meals without worrying about their waistlines. Chapters 
include 5 ingredient recipes, budget bangers, pasta heaven and fakeaways.

 

© Paul Gregory



120 #Psychedlics N@ProfDavidNutt  

 June 2023 Science . Medical . Entheogens & Visionary Substances 

 The definitive guide to psychedelics, 
science and our health by a world-
renowned, leading authority, Professor 
David Nutt.

 PSYCHEDELICS PSYCHEDELICS
 The New Science of Psychedelics and 
Your Health

 Professor David Nutt 

 9781529360530 • £18.99  
Demy Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529360554 • £18.99 

Audio download:  
 9781529360547 • £21.99 

Most recent title: CANNABIS (SEEING 
THROUGH THE SMOKE)

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Emma Knight 

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Keynsham, Somerset, 
UK. Author is available for: interview, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 David Nutt is Professor of Neuropsychopharmacology and Director of the 
Neuropsychopharmacology Unit in the Division of Brain Sciences at Imperial College, London. 
Currently Chair of DrugScience and President of the European Brain Council, Prof Nutt broadcasts 
and lectures widely to the general public on therapeutic and illicit drugs, their harms and their 
classification. He is also the author of Drink? and Cannabis (Seeing Through the Smoke).

 Psychedelics are big news: from micro-dosing to mushroom clinics to celebrity-
endorsed ayahuasca retreats in Peru, they are moving into mainstream consciousness. 
But psychedelics are also set to change the face of medicine, our treatment for mental 
health conditions like depression, and our understanding of the human brain. Rooted 
in his team’s world-leading research in the brain imaging of psychedelics, as well as 
years of hands-on experience treating patients, here in Psychedelics Professor David 
Nutt will correct myths and misconceptions, equip us with the information to make 
informed decisions, and answer all your questions about this medical revolution.
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